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: Abstract

Airborne volcanic ash particles from explosive volcanic eruptions are a known hazard
to society, climate, and the environment as well as to aviation. To assess their potential
threats, atmospheric measurements and models are used. Sensor and model algorithms
depend on accurate and quantitative information about volcanic ash properties to calculate
different parameters such as the temporal and spatial distribution and concentration as well
as the particle size distribution and mass concentration of volcanic ash clouds. However,
often only a single set of parameters for all types of eruptions and ash types is assumed.
This oversimplification can introduce significant uncertainties in both measurements and
model simulations of volcanic ash. This is especially problematic for aviation, as exact
information about the location and concentration of ash clouds is vital for an immediate
safety assessment. Additional uncertainties exist for the understanding of volcanic ash
ingestion mechanisms into aero-engines and resulting critical safety concentrations inside
the engine core section, which is the most vulnerable engine part.

This PhD thesis has the aim to reduce volcanic ash uncertainties and limitations in
both atmospheric observations and models. Ultimately, it is expected that this will lead to
improved products needed for a better hazard assessment. The PhD thesis consists of three
scientific papers. One paper investigated volcanic ash particle ingestion into an aero-engine
using computational fluid dynamics simulations including a Lagrangian particle model. The
paper quantified the influence of the engine fan stage on volcanic ash ingestion into an
aero-engine and shows that particles, which interact with the fan stage are centrifuged out
of the engine core flow, thus reducing the ash concentration inside the engine core. Another
paper studied the physicochemical and optical properties of a representative selection of
volcanic ash samples using a range of analytical measurement techniques and theoretical
methods. The findings of this paper are compiled in a new and comprehensive volcanic
ash reference dataset that can be used for various applications such as transport models or
satellite observations of drifting ash clouds. Moreover, improved volcanic ash properties
were applied in a study of in-situ measurements of an artificially created volcanic ash plume
using an optical particle counter, described in an additional thesis paper.

The findings of this PhD thesis will help to reduce uncertainties of detecting and mod-
elling volcanic ash clouds as well as to assess their threats during future volcanic eruptions.
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Part I.

Thesis
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1 : Introduction

1.1. Motivation

Volcanic eruptions are fascinating natural phenomena on Earth, with glowing lava flows,
fountains of ejected molten material, pyroclastic density currents, volcanic lightning and
kilometre-high plumes of thick ash. Worldwide around 1500 volcanoes are classified as
being active. How they erupt, depends on the individual type of the volcano as well as the
magma type or if the released material interacts with the surrounding environment (i.e., ice,
water and mud) (Self and Walker, 1994).

During eruptions, volcanoes emit vast amounts of gases and tephra (all solid ejecta) into
the atmosphere. While the large fraction of tephra (i.e., blocks and bombs) quickly falls to
the surface, the smallest tephra fraction, namely volcanic ash, and gases can be emitted up
into the mid and upper troposphere and even into the stratosphere. From there the emissions
can be transported by the atmospheric circulation hundreds to thousands of kilometres
downstream away from the source of the eruption (Carey and Bursik, 2015). Volcanic ash
particles have a great variety of physicochemical, optical and thermal properties and span
over several orders of magnitude in size (a few hundred nm to 2 mm). The global annual
fraction of emitted and transported fine ash (< 63 µm) is estimated to be approximately 33
Tg/year (Warneck, 1988; Andreae, 1995).

In present days, with high populations living on or around volcanoes as well as advanced
vulnerable technologies such as jet engines, volcanic ash can pose severe impacts on society
and the environment. When released to the atmosphere, volcanic ash particles have the
potential to influence the Earth’s radiation balance as they reflect and absorb solar and
terrestrial radiation, and therefore they impact weather and climate (Robock, 2000; Rolf
et al., 2012; Flanner et al., 2014; Vernier et al., 2016). After sedimentation to the surface,
they also cause respiratory health effects (Horwell and Baxter, 2006; Baxter et al., 2014),
affect air quality (Thorsteinsson et al., 2012), pose hazards for infrastructures such as ground
transport and water supplies (Wilson et al., 2012) as well as natural environments (Durant
et al., 2010; Gislason et al., 2011) and they can affect soil and ocean fertilization (Duggen
et al., 2009; Ayris and Delmelle, 2012; Achterberg et al., 2013; Arnalds, 2015).

Another risk of volcanic ash particles is their threat on aviation as they decrease visibility
(Weinzierl et al., 2012; Blake et al., 2018) and cause dangerous damage to airframes and
especially to aero-engines (Casadevall, 1994; Miller and Casadevall, 2000). Given that
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Introduction

Figure 1.1.: Eruption plume of the Eyjafjallajökull on 11 May 2010 as seen from (a) research aircraft
from 10 km distance from the plume in north-western position (Weber et al., 2012) and (b) MODIS
Satellite (NASA-MODIS, 2010)

major aviation flight routes intersect the world’s most active volcanic regions (Guffanti et al.,
2010), volcanic ash clouds can affect commercial air traffic routes significantly (Prata et al.,
2014; Prata and Rose, 2015).

The 2010 Eyjafjallajökull eruption on Iceland demonstrated, impressively, how suscep-
tible air traffic is to drifting volcanic ash clouds in the dense airspace over Europe. Figure
1.1 shows the plume as seen from a research aircraft (10 km distance) and from space on 11
May 2010. As visible on the two images, the eruption plume was first transported by strong,
stable north-westerly winds away from the source in a narrow and almost straight cloud
before the particles were spread out over large areas of Europe. While large particles (> 2
mm) fall quickly back to the surface as seen by the region underneath the plume (Eliasson
et al., 2014), the fine fraction of volcanic ash (< 63 µm) stayed aloft for several days (Rose
and Durant, 2009; Stohl et al., 2011).

Although the eruption was relatively small (6-11 Tg of fine ash particles were injected
into the mid-troposphere (Stohl et al., 2011; Prata and Rose, 2015)), the European authorities
were forced to impose flight restrictions and re-routing in more than 30 countries including
a total airspace closure of 6 days. The airspace closure led to a widespread cancellation of
100,000 flights and several billion US$ economic losses (Oxford, 2010).

In a situation such as the Eyjafjallajökull crisis, a combination of transport and dispersion
models as well as measurements, both from the ground, inside the atmosphere and space are
used to assess the potential threat for aircraft operations. They give both real-time and
forecast information about the spatial and temporal position of ash in the airspace that is
needed to inform decision-makers such as the national and international flight authorities.
In retrospect, the large-scale airspace closure during the Eyjafjallajökull eruption was a
product of a conservative forecast approach that overestimated the real atmospheric ash
concentrations (Prata et al., 2018). The reason for the conservative approach was primarily
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1.1 Motivation

based on safety concerns, but also due to considerable uncertainties, both from an atmos-
pheric and an aero-engine point of view that were either not well known or characterised.

To improve volcanic ash modelling and detection techniques as well as the understanding
of the susceptibility of aero-engines (Watson, 2015; Clarkson et al., 2016) for future erup-
tions, there is a drive to minimise these uncertainties. For example transport and dispersion
models, as well as measurement algorithms, often assume only a single set of parameters
for all types of eruptions and ash types (Grainger et al., 2013), which leads to significant
uncertainties in calculations of the atmospheric location (vertical and horizontal distribution)
and concentration (particle size distribution and mass concentration) of volcanic ash clouds.
Mackie et al. (2016) concluded that by analysing ash characteristics of real ash samples
(size, shape, and mass density, as well as chemical and optical properties), uncertainties can
be minimised for future eruptions.

Other uncertainties are based on the understanding of the relationship between aero-
engine damage mechanisms and volcanic ash dose. Clarkson et al. (2016) indicated that
various aspects need to be considered from both an atmospheric and an aero-engine point
of view. While damage to engine components is a subject of ongoing research, only little is
known about the transition of the particles from the atmosphere into the engine core section,
the most safety critical part of the engine. An often neglected source of uncertainties is the
influence of the turbofan on the particle separation (Tabakoff et al., 1991; Weaver et al.,
1996). Coarse volcanic ash particles might deviate from the original fluid streamline during
the ingestion process due to their momentum. This deviation provokes that large particles (in
contrast to small particles) touch or hit the turbofan surface, from where they are centrifuged
out into the engine bypass due to the high circumferential velocity of the fan. This effect
is essential to relate an atmospheric mass concentration to mass concentrations inside the
engine core and to relate these concentrations to potential engine damage. To avoid a
situation such as the 2010 crisis, uncertainties, both from an atmospheric and an aero-engine
point of view, need to be analysed and minimised.
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Introduction

1.2. Aim and objectives

This PhD thesis aims to minimise these uncertainties and limitations in observations and
models leading to enhanced products (or outputs) that are needed for a better assessment of
volcanic ash hazards on climate, the environment, health, and especially on aero-engines.
The primary objectives of this thesis are to:

(a) investigate the effect of the engine fan on ingested volcanic ash particles into an aero-
engine and to relate ash concentrations in the ambient atmosphere to concentrations
inside the engine core section;

(b) analyse volcanic ash particle characteristics using a range of analytical methods and
techniques to determine their physicochemical and optical properties to reduce uncertain-
ties in model and observation inputs;

(c) apply physicochemical and optical properties to in-situ volcanic ash measurements
to improve measurement accuracy and to calculate atmospheric concentrations of a
volcanic ash cloud;

Figure 1.2.: Overview of the three scientific publications as part of this PhD thesis.
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1.3 Thesis outline

Objective (a) is addressed in Paper I, where volcanic ash particle interaction with the
engine fan is studied to calculate the engine core concentrations from given atmospheric
concentrations (Figure 1.2). The engine core concentrations are needed to assess the impact
of volcanic ash particles on the operability of modern aero-engines. Paper II focuses on
objective (b) by analysing particle properties in an extensive set of volcanic ash samples,
which are needed as input parameters for measurements and models. The results from Paper
II are used in the following two presented papers. Objective (c) is addressed in Paper III,
where physical and optical properties are applied to an optical particle counter instrument
used to measure in-situ volcanic ash concentrations inside an artificial volcanic ash cloud.
These results were crucial to validate another deployed infrared spectral imaging remote
sensing sensor (also Paper III).

1.3. Thesis outline

Part I of the PhD thesis is structured as follows; Section 2 provides the background for the
scientific aim and objectives in this thesis. Section 3 gives a short description of volcanic
ash samples, measurement techniques and models used to address the objectives. A short
presentation of the primary findings of each of the three scientific publications is given in
Section 4, while conclusions and an outlook of the thesis are provided in Section 5. Part II
of this PhD thesis consists of the three scientific publications (see Preface).
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2 : Scientific background

This chapter provides background information for the understanding of this PhD thesis,
more detailed than presented in the individual scientific publications. The chapter starts
with a description of volcanic eruptions and their emissions, with a particular emphasis on
volcanic ash particles. This information is vital for the understanding on how volcanic ash
affects aviation (i.e., aero-engines) and how to use volcanic ash particle characteristics in
measurement and modelling algorithms, which are also briefly described.

2.1. Volcanic eruptions and emissions

Every volcanic eruption is different from another in eruption style, strength and duration.
How volcanoes erupt often depends on their specific geological location. Statistically, every
year between 50 and 60 volcanoes erupt (U.S. Geological Survey, 2011), and each of them
is triggered by magma movements that result from movements of the Earth’s lithosphere
(i.e., tectonic plates). Therefore, it is essential to know how volcanoes form and where they
are located.

Volcanic eruptions are based on one of three tectonic processes (Figure 2.1). The first
process is the subduction of thin and dense oceanic plates beneath thicker and less dense
continental plates. As the ocean plate descends, the plate material is exposed to higher
temperatures, which leads to partial melting of tectonic materials and a creation of a magma
chamber above the oceanic subduction plate. From there the molten material can ascend to

Figure 2.1.: Plate Tectonic settings of volcanoes (modified from Railsback (2007))
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Scientific background

the surface, due to the lower density of the material compared to the surrounding material,
which can trigger volcanic eruptions. This process is the dominant process and represents
the majority of volcanism on this planet (Siebert et al., 2015). The second process is based
on the divergence of two tectonic plates. The divergence occurs beneath a thick continental
plate, which is arched as the two plates move apart. This process forces the end of the plates
upwards, which creates a rift shaped structure, and the middle part downwards, which allows
hot mantle material (i.e., magma) to flow into that area from below and to form an elongated
rift. The uprising magma can also contribute to the divergence of the plates, but it is more
likely that it is a combination of both processes. The third process is caused by convection of
stationary and boiling upper-mantle material (hotspot) below a moving plate to the surface.
The magma material can rise in thin streaks through the mantle and crust to the surface
as it is lighter than the surrounding solid rock material. Figure 2.2 shows the location of
approximately 1500 terrestrial volcanoes declared as being active. The vast majority of
these volcanoes (∼90 %) are located near plate boundaries (light red lines), but some appear
at random locations above hot spots (worldwide around 40 hotspots). Recent examples of

Figure 2.2.: Map of active volcanoes worldwide including volcanoes responsible for damaging
encounters of aircraft with ash clouds grouped into their severity indices (circles) (modified from
www.volcano.oregonstate.edu and Guffanti et al. (2010)). Red triangles represent the 1500 volcanoes
declared as active and the light red lines show the tectonic plate boundaries.
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2.1 Volcanic eruptions and emissions

eruptions for the three formation types are the 2014 eruption of Mt. Kelud (subduction
of the Indo-Australian tectonic plate and the Eurasian plate), the 2011 Grímsvötn eruption
(divergence of the Eurasian and the North American plate) and the continuous Hawaiian
lava flows (hotspots). Volcanic ash samples from the former two are part of the thesis and
analysed in one of the research papers (Paper II).

The different formation processes lead to different eruption styles, which can be described
using a semi-quantitative measure of the explosiveness of volcanic eruptions, the total ejected
volcanic material, eruption column height as well as eruption duration. It is known as the
‘Volcanic Explosivity Index’ (VEI) (Newhall and Self, 1982), where a VEI = 0 eruption is a
non-explosive eruption and a VEI = 8 a very large (or most disruptive) eruption. The index
also separates eruptions into two main eruption styles: Effusive and explosive eruptions.

Effusive eruptions, i.e., fissure and Hawaiian eruptions, are mainly dominated by constant
low viscous magma flows (mainly fluid basaltic lava) and strong gas emissions. During
the transport of very hot magma (1000 - 1250◦C) to the surface, large amounts of volatile
constituents (H2O, CO2) that are initially dissolved in the magma are released silently into
the atmosphere, with a low-pressure difference between the gas and the surrounding air.
Main gas components are H2O, CO2, SO2 and H2S as well as halogens (bromine, chlorine
and fluorine) (Oppenheimer et al., 1998; Krüger et al., 2015). In cases of a sudden release
of a large volumes of gas trapped inside the rising magma, the magma rapidly expands as
well as fragments, which produces lava fountains (Sparks, 1978). These lava fountains often
produce volcanic ash, but compared to the vast total gas emissions (Steensen et al., 2016),
the ash fraction is small. As an example, the 2014 Holuhraun fissure eruption emitted 35 kt
SO2 per day, but almost no ash (Schmidt et al., 2015). The VEI of effusive and Hawaiian
eruptions range between 0 and 2 (gentle effusive, non-explosive eruptions).

In contrast, explosive eruptions produce vast amounts of volcanic ash, pumice and ballistic
material (i.e., tephra) as well as gases. Gas pressure builds up inside the conduit, as the
gas does not escape easily in high viscous magmas, until the gas is released violently
and explosively out of the volcano (conversion of potential energy into kinetic energy).
Depending on the magnitude of the pressure difference between the gas and the surrounding
air, and the conduit geometry, the eruption column can reach altitudes up to several kilo-
metres. Explosive eruptions are divided into three eruption types: Strombolian, Vulcanian,
Plinian and phreatomagmatic eruptions. Strombolian eruptions are small, with small eruption
energies and explosions in a short time interval (VEI 1-2). During an explosion, small, sharp
bursts of fluid magma (basalt and basaltic-andesite) from a magma-filled summit conduit are
released, which produces mainly tephra material (e.g. lava bombs) and short lava flows. The
eruption column usually only reaches a few hundred meters and eruptions last only a few
minutes. A good example of strombolian eruptions can be seen at Stromboli volcano in
Italy, from where they have their name. Vulcanian eruptions are also small, but explode
more violently (VEI 2-4). Explosions of viscous lava (usually andesite, dacite, or rhyolite)
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Scientific background

create tephra, gases and occasional pyroclastic density currents (e.g. Mt. Sakurajima,
Japan). They are already powerful enough to propel emission products several kilometres
into the atmosphere, and the eruptions can go on for days and months (Woods, 1995). The
most vicious explosive eruptions are Plinian eruptions (VEI 4-8). They are so powerful
that they can transport large amounts of ash and gases into the upper troposphere or even
the stratosphere within a short amount of time (Bonadonna and Phillips, 2003). Plinian
eruptions are triggered by extraordinarily gas-rich, and very viscous magmas (dacite and
rhyolite) that produce high pressures inside the magma chamber and the conduit. After
reaching the surface, the magma material is fragmented into tephra and in large amounts of
volcanic ash due to very high-pressure differences between the gas and the surrounding air.
Given the high eruption column height (up to 45 km) (Wilson et al., 1978), the emissions
can be transported hundreds to thousands kilometre away from the eruption location. These
eruptions are so destructive, they can even destroy the top of the volcano and areas around
the volcano through dome collapses and pyroclastic density currents, as shown by the 1980
Mt. St. Helens eruption (Fink et al., 1990) or the 1992 Mt. Spurr eruption (McGimsey et al.,
2001). Because of their vast amount of erupted material and volatiles and high eruption
column, they have a high potential to impact global aviation, and they can even influence
the climate (McCormick et al., 1995; Vernier et al., 2016).

Another explosive eruption type is phreatomagmatic eruptions. They result from the
interaction of rising magma with ground and surface water, as well as surface ice. They can
be highly explosive (Zimanowski et al., 2015) and can produce, depending on the magma to
water ratio, large amounts of very fine volcanic ash particles through rapid expansion of the
water phase (Sigurdsson et al., 2000; Gudmundsson et al., 2012; Kristiansen et al., 2012).
An excellent example of a phreatomagmatic eruption was the 2010 Eyjafjallajökull eruption.
In this PhD thesis, volcanic ash samples from explosive and phreatomagmatic eruptions as
well as from a Dome collapse are investigated (Paper II).

2.2. Eruption plume dynamics

Volcanic plumes can be distinguished between strong and weak plumes, where they
are ex- pressed by their ratio of horizontal wind speed to upward plume speed (Carey
and Bursik, 2015). The eruption column consists of a mixture of volcanic tephra and hot
gases produced by the expansion of the gas out of the conduit that is controlled by both the
volatile magma content and shape of the conduit (Wilson et al., 1980). During the expansion
to the surface, the high potential energy is converted into kinetic energy (high pressure),
which leads to exit velocities of 100 m/s for Strombolian to > 600 m/s for Plinian eruptions
(Carey and Sparks, 1986; Koyaguchi and Ohno, 2001). This, in combination with the mass
eruption rate and magma temperatures (Bonadonna et al., 1998), creates an extremely high
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2.2 Eruption plume dynamics

Figure 2.3.: Schematic illustration of the two different types of volcanic plumes. a) Umbrella cloud
with the three characteristic plumes regions (i.e., the gas thrust region, the convective region, and the
umbrella (neutral buoyancy) region. b): Weak plume that is bent over due to high horizontal wind
velocity (modified from Engwell and Eychenne (2016)).

momentum that transports the gas-particle mixture vertically into the atmosphere (Woods,
1995), although the mixture is denser than the surrounding air (gas thrust plume region)
(Sparks, 1986). The gas thrust region, which is the first momentum driven region of the
column, extends typically up to several kilometres in height with narrow column width
(Figure 2.3).

As the mixture rises, colder atmospheric air is entrained into the plume by turbulent
mixing, which leads to a heat transfer from the hot gas-particle mixture to the entrained
ambient air. During the heating, the ambient air expands, which leads to a reduction of the
plume bulk density relative to the surrounding air and an even stronger advection of the
plume. If the gas thrust region does not entrain enough surrounding air into the gas-particle
mixture, the column will rise until reaching a zero velocity, before it eventually collapses
and falls back to the surface (bulk density of column denser than surrounding air). Near
the surface, the collapsed plume can produce pyroclastic density currents (e.g. 1980 Mt.
St. Helens VEI 4 eruption or the 2018 Mt. Sinabung eruption) or co-ignimbrite plumes.
However, if sufficient ambient air is entrained into the gas-particle mixture and if the eruption
momentum is high enough (conversion of thermal energy into potential energy), the eruption
column becomes buoyant during the ascent (convective region) (Woods, 1995; Valentine,
1998). The velocity of the convective ascent region is lower than in the gas thrust region
but is still high enough to produce enough momentum (vertical velocity inside the plume
is still higher than the horizontal wind). In the presence of water vapour, the plume rise
can be even stronger, as latent heat released by condensation can heat up the plume, which
creates a higher degree of buoyancy. Other factors that can influence the plume rise are
meteorological conditions (i.e., wind speed, atmospheric stability or humidity) (Costa et al.,
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2016) and in-plume processes such as particle aggregation (Rose and Durant, 2009, 2011;
Brown et al., 2012; Mueller et al., 2017a). Additionally, the smaller the particles, the more
significant is the heat loss as they have a larger surface to volume ratio and can, therefore,
transport more heat to the surrounding air (Rose et al., 2001). Last, the fallout of particles is
also essential for the plume rise as it decreases the density of the gas-particle mixture.

As more and more cold air is entrained into the plume, the difference between the
plume and the surrounding air decreases (density also decreases with height) until it reaches
equilibrium (neutral buoyancy). At this point, buoyancy is no longer the driving force
meaning that the plume will start spreading horizontally, which creates the typical umbrella
form (Figure 2.3 a)). However, often the plume is so energetic that it overshoots the umbrella
region (maximum column height), which leads to a collapse of the mixture back into the
neutral buoyancy region in the form of gravity currents (Bursik et al., 1992). From the
umbrella region, the mixture can spread over great distances due to the momentum of gravity
currents and meteorological conditions (winds speeds) (Engwell et al., 2014; Marti et al.,
2016). Carey and Bursik (2015) reported that if volcanic material reaches a height of 20 km,
it is highly likely that the resulting plume will form an umbrella cloud. Umbrella clouds
were observed during the 1989 Redoubt, the 2011 Grímsvötn and the 2014 Kelud eruptions
(Paper II).

The second volcanic plume type is a weak plume. Weak plumes are less vigorous and
have lower injection forces compared with buoyancy driven volcanic plumes. During the
vertical ascent, they initially maintain a cloudlike structure due to their uprising motion
until the horizontal crosswind speeds are equal or greater (maximum cloud height) than
the uprising motion (Figure 2.3 b)), which leads to a bending of the plume. The bent-over
plume can have a profoundly irregular shape due to prevailing wind conditions and their
susceptibility to local atmospheric motions (Carey and Bursik, 2015). In the process of
bending over, the plume mixes with the ambient atmosphere. Through the combination of
initial vertical movement of the plume and the strong horizontal winds, the plume can be
transported far away from the eruption location (wind dominated plume transport). The
plume slowly thins out and spreads during the transport. An example of this plume type is
the 2010 Eyjafjallajökull eruption, which can be seen in Figure 1.1.

Both volcanic plume types transport volcanic ash particles in the atmosphere away from
their source. Their properties, atmospheric effects, identification of their source and impacts
on aero-engines are investigated in this PhD thesis.
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2.3. Volcanic ash and its atmospheric lifetime

Volcanic ash is one of the primary products of volcanic eruptions, along with larger rocks,
gases and water vapour. Volcanic ash is the smallest fraction of all ejecta (tephra) and is
defined as having the size of less than 2 mm in diameter. Volcanic ash is categorised into
coarse ash (63 <Dp ≤ 2000 µm, whereDp denotes the particle diameter) and fine ash (Dp ≤
63 µm) (Rose and Durant, 2009) and is formed when magma and rocks fragment (Wohletz
et al., 1989; Heiken, 1991; Schmith et al., 2018). Fragmentation always takes place when
magma rises to the surface, but depending on eruption styles and associated driving forces
of magma movements, fragmentation occurs through various processes. These include (a)
rapid expansion of the gas-particle mixture (Cashman and Scheu, 2015; Mader et al., 1994),
(b) rapid decompression (Alidibirov and Dingwell, 1996), (c) quenching of melt (Jones and
Suryanarayana, 1973; Webb and Dingwell, 1990) (all primary fragmentation processes) or
(d) through continuous breakage after solidification (Rose and Durant, 2009) (secondary
fragmentation).

Rapid expansion is primarily driven by magma acceleration, resulting in high strain rates
that cause either fragmentation due to magma instabilities (low viscosity basaltic melts) or
if the tensile strength of the melt is exceeded in the magma (high viscosity melts) (Cashman
and Rust, 2016). Rapid decompression, in contrast, is driven by dome collapses and flank
failures (Ghenaiet, 2012) that create vast pressure differences that lead to fragmentation.
Quenching of melt is the fragmentation process when magma intersects with external water
or ice and thermally expands (Cashman and Scheu, 2015). The expansion of magma rapidly
converts potential energy into kinetic energy that forms the gas thrust region of volcanic
eruption columns (Figure 2.3) or lateral pyroclastic flows (Cashman et al., 1999). Secondary
fragmentation processes happen after magma is solidified. That includes material breakup
after a solid particle-particle collision or solid particle rounding (i.e., reduction of particle
size and mass) during abrasion.

Direct observations of fragmentation are not possible due to the complex nature of the
process. However, numerical models (Freundt and Rosi, 1998; Perugini et al., 2011), analog
experiments (Kueppers et al., 2006; Dufek et al., 2012) and analysis of volcanic deposits
(Liu et al., 2015) have contributed substantially to an enhanced understanding of how volcanic
ash particles are formed by magma and rock fragmentation (Bonadonna and Houghton,
2005) as well as how they are transported into the atmosphere (Woods, 1995).

Once injected into the atmosphere, volcanic ash particles can be transported over long
distances far away from the eruption source by prevailing winds, large-scale advection and
smaller scale processes such as turbulent diffusion and convection (Durant et al., 2012).
How long these particles stay aloft depends on eruption source, eruption column height and
strength, meteorological conditions, i.e., wind velocities and directions and eventual uplift
(e.g., in convective clouds or fronts), and how fast they are removed from the atmosphere
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(Mele et al., 2011). The latter processes involve wet and dry deposition, gravitational
settling, as well as particle aggregation.

Wet deposition can be described by scavenging of particles by clouds and precipitation
and by particle nucleation during their transport in the atmosphere. Scavenging can occur
both inside (rain-out) and under the cloud (washout). Volcanic ash particles can also serve
as ice-nuclei (Durant et al., 2008) and cloud condensation nuclei (Lathem et al., 2011;
Rolf et al., 2012) for ice and cloud droplet formation, which contributes to the atmospheric
removal.

The dry deposition of particles involves processes such as particle impaction, diffusion
and sedimentation, all based on physical properties of volcanic ash particles (Mills and Rose,
2010; Folch, 2012; Bagheri et al., 2013). Dry deposition describes the collection of particles
by the Earth’s surface and vegetation near the surface and particle deposition by gravitational
settling, which is the dominant process for volcanic ash particles. The atmospheric lifetime
of ash particles span minutes to hours (sedimentation velocities of ∼ 1 km/h for coarse ash
particles, 2 mm < Dp > 63 µm) to days and months (∼ 0.01 km/h for fine ash particles, Dp

< 63 µm) (Bonadonna et al., 1998; Rose et al., 2001; Durant, 2015; Mastin et al., 2009),
as illustrated by the 2010 Eyjafallajökull eruption. Coarser particles tend to deposit closer
to the eruption source (proximal deposits), whereas fine particles can be transported further
away (distal deposits). However, the rate at which volcanic ash particles settle through
the atmosphere to the surface cannot only be described by the particle size, but also by their
shape (morphology), their mass densities or if particle form aggregates that alters their mass,
size and aerodynamic behaviour.

The size and morphology of volcanic ash particles are both influencing factors for deter-
mining their aerodynamic behaviour and they are controlled by the individual magma frag-
mentation process and external factors such as interaction with water, turbulence and particle
collision inside the eruption column (Heiken, 1972; Sparks, 1978; Zimanowski et al., 2015).
The non-spherical shape of the particles can alter the aerodynamic behaviour of particles,
e.g. the atmospheric sedimentation velocities can decrease by up to 50 % (Mele et al., 2011).
Thus, non-spherical particles can be transported over longer distances in the atmosphere than
spherical particles (Stevenson et al., 2015; Bagheri and Bonadonna, 2016b). How volcanic
ash particles look like is illustrated in Figure 2.4. Volcanic particles can be elongated, can
have voids and sharp edges as illustrated. An intensive investigation of the shape and size
of volcanic ash particles, all from volcanic eruptions with different magma compositions,
eruption styles and external interactions is given in Paper II.

The particle mass density also controls the atmospheric lifetime of volcanic ash particles.
The mass density is a function of the chemical composition of the ash types as well as of
the fragmentation type that can produce either blocky particles or particles that have a high
vesicularity (degree of presence of cavities within a patricle formed during solidification by
expansion of the gases present in the magma). The higher the vesicularity, the lower is the
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Figure 2.4.: Scanning electron microscope images of volcanic ash particles from the 2010 Grímsvötn
eruption, Iceland (Paper II).

density, which is vital for determining the terminal settling velocity and deposition of ash
particles (Bonadonna and Phillips, 2003; Costa et al., 2006; Folch et al., 2009).

Another dry removal process involves particle aggregation, as observed during the 2010
Eyjafjallajökull eruption (Durant and Brown, 2016). Particles of different sizes, shapes
and mass densities have different fall velocities, which leads to adhesion of particles and a
formation of aggregates (Durant and Brown, 2016; Rose and Durant, 2011). The aggregation
rate is dependent on the atmospheric water content (Durant et al., 2009), electrostatic forces
(Brown et al., 2012) and/or the salt content (Mueller et al., 2016, 2017a,b) to hold them
together. Aggregation can lead to a faster deposition of particles due to an increase of
particle mass (Rose and Durant, 2011; Brown et al., 2012; Mueller et al., 2017a).

2.4. Chemical composition of volcanic ash

The mineralogical and chemical composition of volcanic ash varies substantially between
different magmas that are usually a mixture of melt and mineral crystals. Ash compositions
depend on the specific magma composition from corresponding tectonic settings, but also
on the distance from the volcano. Volcanic ash is a heterogeneous mixture of a variety
of minerals (phenocrysts), broken volcanic glass (quenched melt), and lithic fragments
(Freundt and Rosi, 1998; White and Houghton, 2006; Dingwell et al., 2012); all liberated
during material fragmentation. Typical crystals in various quantities are feldspars, silica
minerals and olivine. A full overview of possible crystals in volcanic ash is published by
Nakagawa and Ohba (2002).
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Ash compositions range from basaltic (low SiO2 and high in Mg and Fe) to rhyolitic
(high SiO2 and high Al), typically with variable proportions of glass and crystal fragments
(Cashman and Rust, 2016). Every volcanic ash type can be classified following classification
of igneous rocks introduced by Le Bas and Streckeisen (1991). The classification was
established to define boundaries of rock species that are based on modal mineral or chemical
compositions.

The chemical composition is relevant for considerations of effects on health, scavenging
processes in clouds (e.g., ice nucleating capability), ecosystems, aero-engines, or remote
sensing as well as in-situ measurement systems. For example, the individual chemical
composition of volcanic ash particles can be used to calculate parameters such as the mass
density (Paper II), needed for transport and mass concentration calculations, e.g. Stohl
et al. (2011); Mastin (2014), or to calculate the glass transition and ,melting temperatures
and viscosities under different environmental/ surrounding temperatures (Giordano, 2003),
relevant for engine damage calculations. The composition is also relevant for parameter
such as the harness material hardness or the melting point of each mineral composition.
Furthermore, they can be used to analyse/study complex refractive indices needed for optical
measurement systems (Paper III) or to identify the origin of ash samples. Therefore, it is
essential to analyse the chemical composition in detail to be able to calculate other related
values (Paper II).

2.5. Impact of volcanic ash on aviation and aero

engines

Volcanic ash injections into the atmosphere are a threat to global aviation, and related
hazards are known since the 1950s. Scientists from the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS)
documented 129 aircraft encounters with drifting volcanic ash clouds between 1953 and
2009 (Guffanti et al., 2010). Most of the cases happened in situations where the crew had
no information about the presence of ash in the airspace (or information about a starting
eruption) or where ash was not visible (e.g., at night). All 129 encounters together resulted
in hundreds of million US$ of damage to airframes and engines. However, considering that
presumably not all encounters have been reported in the past decades, the real number of
aircraft encounters and associated costs might be even higher.

Two notable aircraft encounters of drifting volcanic ash clouds are those of British Air-
ways Flight 9 over Java (Mt. Galunggung eruption) in 1982 and KLM Flight 867 over
Alaska (Redoubt eruption) in 1989. Both flights experienced multi-engine failures including
an in-flight shutdown of all four engines (following engine surge) after flying through thick
volcanic ash clouds 250-1000 km from the eruption source (Przedpelski and Casadevall,
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1994; Witham et al., 2012; Clarkson et al., 2016). After a significant loss of performance
on the engines, and descending several thousand feet out of the ash cloud, in both cases the
pilots managed to restart the engines and gain sufficient power to safely land the aircraft
(Przedpelski and Casadevall, 1994). However, the potential threat to safe fly operations
was obvious. Figure 2.2 gives an overview of the 129 encounters, including their severity
classes (circles). The classes reach from 0 (only minor signs of volcanic ash) to 5 (loss
of aircraft). Fortunately, until today no class 5 encounter was reported (Guffanti et al.,
2010). It can be seen that most of the reported encounters happened in countries with a
high density of volcanoes (i.e., Indonesia, Japan, USA, including Alaska, Hawaii, and the
Cascades, Philippines and Chile). Christmann et al. (2017) updated the list of encounters
and documented a total of 260 reported events. An overview of the most severe encounters
with damage of engines is given in Table 2.1.

Eruptions, such as the 1980 Mt. St. Helens eruption with overall nine reported encounters,
the 1982 Gallunggung eruption (BA9) with four encounters and the 1989 Redoubt eruption
(KLM867) with seven encounters, illustrated the hazard of volcanic ash for aviation and
especially for aero-engines as well as the need for better forecast information of volcanic
ash clouds for aviation. The aviation industry paid little attention to the hazards of ash clouds
before the 1991 VEI6 Pinatubo eruption caused further 17 encounters. Only after that event,
the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO), an agency of the United Nations
and managed by International Airways Volcano Watch Operations Group (IAVWOPSG),
decided to set up nine Volcanic Ash Advisory Centres (VAAC) for different areas of the
global airspace. The VAACs provide observations and forecasts and issue Volcanic Ash
Advisories (VAA) about the temporal and spatial distribution of atmospheric volcanic ash
clouds to inform decision makers and aircraft operators.

In the first years, the VAACs decided to have a strict principle of “Volcanic ash encounters
shall be avoided (do not operate in visible and discernible ash)” following the guidance
of the European Space Agency. The IAVWOPSG defined visible ash as “volcanic ash
observed by the human eye” (quantitative definition) and discernible ash as “volcanic ash
detected by defined impacts on/in aircraft/engine or by agreed in-situ and/or remote-sensing
techniques”. Interpretations for such cases are not always straightforward as volcanic ash is
not visible during the night or if mixed in water clouds. Both parameters are also not linked
to a specific concentration level.

However, after volcanic ash emissions from the 2010 Eyjafjallajökull eruption, the nation-
al aviation authorities, along with EASA and the VAACs, discussed possible safe to flight
concen- tration levels. On 21st April 2010, the engine manufacturers agreed to a concen-
tration level of up to 2 mg/m3. Shortly after, on the 10th May 2010, the European regulators
(EASA and national authorities) also agreed to a formal procedure for operating in volcanic
ash based on the concentration limits of 2 and 4 mg/m3. After controversial debates about
the ash concentration, the engine manufacturers declared that operators could fly in any
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forecast concentration (if the airspace is open), but need to avoid ‘visible’ ash. At the same
time, the VAACs changed their forecast products from a simple outline of the cloud location
(polygons) to define zones of ash concentrations (0.2 – 2 mg/m3, 2-4 mg/m3 and > 4 mg/m3)
calculated by atmospheric dispersion models. In 2015, five years after the Eyjafjallajökull
eruption, EASA published new engine level regulations that stated that “the susceptibility of
turbine engine features to the effects of volcanic cloud hazards must be established” (EASA,
2015). After years of research, the engine manufacturers concluded that engine system
degradation, damage, and failure mechanisms are not caused by volcanic ash concentration
alone, but depend to a great extent on their volcanic ash exposure dosage (i.e., total exposure
concentration integrated over time of exposure) (Clarkson et al., 2016). Finally, in 2017
Rolls-Royce stated that they clear operation at a dosage of 14.4 g·s /m3, but no more than a
mass concentration of 4 mg/m3.

To understand how volcanic ash particle impact aero-engines, it is essential to understand
how the engines work. Civil aero-engines (Figure 2.5) are turboshaft driven engines that
consist of multiple sections. The first section is the fan section, which produces approxi-
mately 70 to 80 % of the overall engine thrust with air mass flowrates up to 500 kg/s.
Depending on the bypass flow to core flow ratio (between 5:1 to 10:1) 10 – 20 % of
the air is sucked into the core section of the engine (Koff, 2004; Walsh, 2004). After
passing the turbofan, the incoming air is first compressed in the compressor section to very
high pressures before the compressed air is mixed and ignited with fuel in the combustion
chamber. The expansion energy of this reaction is used to drive the turbine section that
in turn powers the compressor and the fan section. As a result, air passing through the
different engine sections is susceptible to significant temperature gradients as shown in
Figure 2.6. For a cruise flight condition at 35000 ft (∼ 11 km), the air is warmed up from
atmospheric conditions at around -50◦C to ∼ 500◦C at the end of the compressor section.
Once arrived in the combustion chamber the air is heated up even more to temperatures
between 1200◦C and 1575◦C (older and modern engine design, respectively), temperatures
that are hotter than the melting temperature of turbine vanes and blades (nickel superalloy
with melting points around 1270◦C). The components are designed for a long component
life with internal cooling passages and thermal barrier coatings. The cooling system feeds air
from the high-pressure compressor section through small holes in turbine blades and vanes
that distribute the air around the aerofoils and keeps them cool (compared to surrounding
air). Thin ceramic thermal barrier coatings offer additional heat management to the metallic
vane and blade surfaces as they insulate components from large and prolonged heat loads
(Clarke and Phillpot, 2005). Both the cooling systems and the coatings allow for higher
operating temperatures, reduce thermal exposure, oxidation and thermal fatigue of rotating
and structural components, which all leads to an extended lifetime of the components.
In fact, low concentrations of volcanic ash can already lead to significant damage that
is very costly to repair (Grindle and Burcham, 2002). Once volcanic ash particles enter
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Figure 2.5.: Example of temperature profile through engine cross section for a modern aero-engine
including the turbofan, the engine section inside the engine core, i.e., compressor, combustor, and
(high-pressure) turbine, and the bypass region. The grey shaded area represents the glass transition
temperature of volcanic ash.

the engine core, they have the potential to rapidly cause damage to engine components,
which might lead to a loss of operability, reduction of engine performance and to a reduced
component lifetime (Wood et al., 2017). Primary impacts are fan and compressor blade
erosion, accretion of molten material on combustor and turbine components (hot section) as
well as contamination of air, oil, fuel systems and all supporting systems such as pneumatic,
hydraulic, electric and electronic systems (Carter, 2005; Chen and Zhao, 2015).

Erosion is caused by particle interactions with fan and compressor blades. The non-
spherical and angular shape of volcanic ash particles (see Paper II) make them highly
abrasive (Brown et al., 1981; Wang and Yang, 2008; Ghenaiet, 2012) and during their
transission through the engine, they erode forward facing surfaces as well as remove material
at the tips of rotor blades (tip clearance growth). The removal of material (see Figure
2.6) leads to a loss of compression efficiency that results in a loss of the overall engine
surge margin (Tabakoff et al., 1990, 1991; Carter, 2005; Corsini et al., 2012). The rate of
erosion is highly dependent on factors such as material properties (hardness of blades and
particles), exposure time, impact speed and the incident angle of the particles, as well as
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Figure 2.6.: Compressor section with incoming volcanic ash particles and resulting erosion effects
as illustrated by the yellow lines at leading edges of blades (left) and combustion and high-pressure
turbine section with illustrated solidified volcanic ash particles on high-pressure nozzle guide vanes
after British Airways encounter, 1982 (right) (courtesy of Rolls-Royce) (Przedpelski and Casadevall,
1994).

their size, where their chemical and mineralogical composition determines the hardness of
the particles. All these mechanisms lead to a reduced lifetime of fan and compressor blades.

After passing the compressor section and entering the engine’s hot section, incoming
volcanic ash particles undergo a phase transition (Kueppers et al., 2014; Song et al., 2014)
from their solid into a more semi-solid viscous phase based on their lower pre-melting
softening temperature (also known as the transition temperature, Tg) compared to the operat-
ing temperature of the engine (1200-1575◦C). The transition and melting temperature can
have hundreds of degrees differences for different volcanic ash samples due to their chemical
composition and glass content (Dingwell and Webb, 1989). For the main igneous rock types
(Basalt to Rhyolite) the transition temperature varies from 900◦C to ∼1000◦C . However,
it is well known that the transition temperature is not only dependent on the chemical
composition of the samples but also on the mineral and glass content, which has a more
significant effect. The higher the glass content of the samples, the higher is the chance
of sticking on surfaces (Dean et al., 2016; Giehl et al., 2016). As a consequence, ash
particles deform while they become soft (Przedpelski and Casadevall, 1994; Song et al.,
2016), or even melt and adhere onto fuel spray nozzles and high-pressure nozzle guide vanes
(HP-NGVs) (Przedpelski and Casadevall, 1994; Dunn et al., 1996; Grindle and Burcham,
2002; Dunn, 2012; Davison and Rutke, 2013). The semi-soft or molten volcanic ash material
then re-solidifies on these materials, due to their lower metal temperature compared to the
particle and air temperature (cooled materials). While accretion of volcanic ash on fuel
spray nozzles leads to fuel starvation, HP-NGV accretion leads to clogging of cooling holes
(Kim et al., 1993; Wylie et al., 2016), to chemical reaction (corrosion) or infiltrations of
the thermal-barrier coating layer around the vanes (Clarke and Phillpot, 2005; Drexler et al.,
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2011; Mechnich et al., 2011; Shinozaki and Clyne, 2012; Vidal-Setif et al., 2012; Schulz and
Braue, 2013) and to a material build-up on the vanes. Song et al. (2016) found that wetting
and corrosion of the material already happens at a temperature between 900◦C and 1100◦C
and adverse effects on thermal insulation, and thermal cycling behaviour was observed
(Mechnich et al., 2011). Additionally, cooling air, which is taken from the high-pressure
compressor (HPC) section, transports solid ash particles to the cold side of air-cooled turbine
components (vanes and blades) and contributes to cooling hole blockages as they might melt
when they are exposed to extremely turbine high temperatures. The build-up of material on
the turbine components leads to overheating of components in the absence of cooling air, an
aerodynamic reduction or blockage of the internal throat area between vane airfoils, causing
loss of main annulus flow capacity and loss of critical surge margins (loss of controllable
thrust). The latter effect has been the cause of KLM876 and the BA9 flights as can be seen
in Figure 2.6 (right panel).

Engine system degradation, damage, and failure mechanisms (volcanic ash susceptibility)
depend to a great extent on three key aspects: (1) engine specific properties, (2) volcanic ash
particle properties and (3) exposure dose. Engine properties mainly depend on the design of
the engine (i.e., bleed systems, pressure ratios, core temperatures, cooling and combustion
technology), the condition of the engine (i.e., residual surge and turbine gas temperature
margin) and the flight condition during the encounter (i.e., engine thrust at take-off, climb,
cruise and descent, idle). In addition to the engine design, physical and chemical properties
of volcanic ash particles including their abrasiveness, pre-melting softening temperature and
viscosity (Song et al., 2016) are essential for the various damage mechanisms. Dunn et al.
(2012) reported that volcanic ash characterisation and classification of historical eruptions
are needed so that they can be applied to future encounters to relate ash types and its
concentration to engine and component damage (Paper II). Numerical and laboratory-based
experiments with the focus on an understanding of processes that cause damage inside
the engine have shown that the ash melting, adhesion, and wetting processes are always
a function of volcanic ash composition, crystal/glass ratio, operating temperature of the
engine (i.e., particle and metal temperature) and velocity of the molten material (Shinozaki
and Clyne, 2012; Dean et al., 2016; Giehl et al., 2016; Taltavull et al., 2016). For example,
knowledge about the alkali metal content of a sample, i.e., Ca, K, Na, can inform about the
stickiness of ash in the engines’ hot section. Generally, the severity of engine damage and
performance deterioration is a function of ash type and concentration. Ash types with a low
SiO2 content, e.g. Basaltic and Basaltic-Andesite ash, and a high glass content have the
highest adhesion efficiency and thus the highest potential accumulation rate of material on
engine surfaces due to their lower glass transition and melting temperatures as well as their
lower viscosities at high temperatures. In contrast, ash types with a high SiO2 content, e.g.
Dacitic and Rhyolitic ash types, have slighlt melting temperatures and higher viscosities at
higher temperatures and will therefore not stick as easy to surfaces as the Basaltic ash types
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(Clarkson et al., 2016; Taltavull et al., 2016). Experiments by Dean et al. (2016) and Giehl
et al. (2016) have shown that ash with a low SiO2 content are almost fully molten at relevant
engine temperatures and easily stick to blade surfaces. This would lead to a material build
up over time (function of exposure concentration and time), including blockage of cooling
holes and turbine throat areas, whereas high SiO2 content samples still remain in shape
(almost no phase change), which leads to a rebound of particles after hitting component
surfaces.

The last aspect is the particle concentration and the overall exposure dose (Watson, 2015;
Clarkson et al., 2016). The engine dose is defined as the time integral of atmospheric
volcanic ash mass concentration over the duration inside the cloud (Prata et al., 2018).
The dose is the most relevant parameter when it comes to engine damage meaning that
the accumulation rate increases as a function of ash mass concentration. To calculate the
dose, atmospheric data of the spatial and temporal location of the ash clouds, as well as
their concentration, are combined with flight data (i.e., flight phase, condition). The data are
usually obtained by satellite, ground-based and airborne measurements as well as dispersion
models (often also a combination of them) and flight route data. However, the exposure dose
that is relevant for the engine core section susceptibility is not the total mass of volcanic ash
the engine is exposed to (i.e., atmospheric concentration). One of the main reasons for this
is that the fan imposes centrifuging effect on the ash particles which significantly influences
the ash concentration going into the engine core section. While engine damage mechanisms
and atmospheric volcanic ash particles have been studied extensively, only a small amount
of information exists on the influence of the turbofan on the ingestion of particles into the
engine core section (Tabakoff et al., 1991; Weaver et al., 1996) (Paper I). Assuming an
atmospheric ash concentration of 4 mg/m3 (upper ‘safe to fly’ ash limit, EASA), the core
airflow can potentially transport up to 1 kg of ash within 15 minutes into the core section of
the engine.

2.6. Measurements and modelling of volcanic ash

Volcanic ash cloud measurements and modelling are both vital to track volcanic ash cloud
movements and to calculate ash mass loadings for assessing their impacts, particularly for
the mitigation of aviation hazards (Prata and Rose, 2015; Clarisse and Prata, 2016).

Measurements are used to locate airborne volcanic ash in real time and to give infor-
mation about the spatial and temporal distribution in the atmosphere. Measurements sensors
operate at different spectral resolutions, such as in the ultraviolet (UV), visible (VIS), near-
infrared (NIR) and infrared (IR) wavelength range and are either ground-based, airborne
or spaceborne sensors. An extensive overview of the most used instruments for volcanic
ash particle tracking was published by Prata et al. (2013); Prata and Prata (2015); Carn and
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Figure 2.7.: Satellite image of the 2010 Eyjafjallajökull eruption cloud (13th May 2010) retrieved
assuming andesitic ash (a/c), obsidian ash (rhyolitic glass) (b/f) (Pollack et al., 1973), mineral dust
(c/g) (Balkanski et al., 2007) and volcanic dust (d and h) (Volz, 1973). Panels a-d show the ash height
and e-h the ash column load (Modified from Francis et al. (2012)).

Krotkov (2016). Common measurement sensors are based on scattering, absorption and
transmission of light by particles in the atmosphere. Each of the radiative transfer and light
detection algorithms have their limitations, and they all rely on accurate and quantitative
input parameter. Assumptions of these parameters can introduce large uncertainties in
calculations of the atmospheric dispersion or mass concentrations as these properties can
differ substantially from reality (Grainger et al., 2013). To minimise uncertainties more
detailed and interrelated characterisation of volcanic ash properties is needed (Rocha-Lima
et al., 2014) (Paper II). The most significant limitations are based on assumptions about
optical properties, i.e., complex refractive index, particle shape, the presence of water or ice
in the atmosphere and total ash cloud thickness. For instance, the assumption of a spherical
particle can lead to an underestimation of the mass loadings by ∼30 % (Kylling et al.,
2014) and up to ∼40 % (Corradini et al., 2008). Water or ice in ash clouds can lead to
a misinterpretation of the ash cloud height and ash thickness (Rose et al., 1995; Kylling,
2015) and assumptions of the optical properties lead to an under- or overestimation of the
particles size, and therefore to an under- or overestimation of the particle distribution and
ultimately the mass concentration. All limitations combined lead to an insufficient detection
of the ash clouds, which is especially problematic for aviation operations as they depend
on reliable information to relate atmospheric concentrations to safe-to-fly operations and to
damage assessment of components.
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As an example, Figure 2.7 shows satellite images of the 2010 Eyjafjallajökull eruption
cloud (13th May 2010) (Francis et al., 2012). The different subplots show the ash height
(a-d) and column loading (e-h), all measured and calculated using optical properties that are
based on andesite ash (a/e), rhyolite ash (b/f), mineral dust (c/g) and volcanic dust (d/h).
It can be seen that the overall shape of the ash cloud is in all cases similar, but areas with
smaller concentrations can appear smaller. Analysing the ash height and the ash column
load, it is noticeable that the retrievals are extremely sensitive to their input parameters.
Knowing that the ash type of the Eyjafjallajökull ash was reported to be andesite (Francis
et al., 2012), both the column height and column loading can be calculated to be up to 2-3
times higher than the real values by using the wrong input values. Paper II investigates the
optical properties as a function of chemical compositions in more detail.

Atmospheric transport and dispersion models are used to monitor and forecast the trans-
port of volcanic ash particles in space and time. They are based on a full description of the
advection-diffusion sedimentation equation (Costa et al., 2006) and use meteorological data
from numerical weather prediction models (e.g. from the European Centre for Medium-
Range Weather Forecasts) as the underlying input. These model are either Eulerian or
Lagrangian tracking models. Eulerian models calculate ash at fixed locations by 3D fluxes
through grid boxes, e.g. Fall3D (Folch et al., 2009), Ash3D (Schwaiger et al., 2012) or the
eEMEP model (Steensen et al., 2017). On the other hand, Lagrangian models compute the
trajectories of an ensemble of particles describing the transport and diffusion of particles
in the atmosphere (Stohl et al., 1998). Examples for Lagrangian particle transport and
dispersion models are the NAME model (Numerical Atmospheric Dispersion Modelling
Environment) used by the UK met office and the VAAC London (Jones et al., 2007), the
HYSPLIT model (Hybrid Single-Particle Lagrangian Integrated Trajectory) used by the
Washington and Anchorage VAAC (Draxler and Hess, 1998) or FLEXPART (FLEXible
PARTicle dispersion model) (Stohl et al., 2005). As already mentioned, atmospheric trans-
port and dispersion models are used by the different VAACs to monitor and forecast volcanic
ash clouds, but the volcanic ash cloud output strongly depends on modelling inputs, which
all have their uncertainties. These inputs are parameters such as time series of 3-dimensional
meteorological fields, which describes the state and evolution of the atmosphere, volcanic
ash physical properties, e.g. the size distribution of ash particles and their mass densities,
removal processes of particles and the emission source term.

The source term is expressed by the mass eruption rate that is traditionally based on the
relationship to the plume height (Mastin et al., 2009). However, this does not account for
wind conditions or the atmospheric humidity or changing eruption conditions, and often the
height and the material density can be wrong. A recent comparison by Costa et al. (2016)
was made using nine plume models, and they concluded that for weak plumes a simplified
1D model is adequate to resolve the behaviour of the plume, but that there is a need to
improve volcanic plume models for strong plumes. The mass eruption rate can also be
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Figure 2.8.: VAAC forecast of volcanic ash after the 2010 Eyjafjallajökull eruption following an old
forecast output approach (left) and a new output approach (right).

calculated using satellite images, where the cloud height can be measured and compared
with theoretical curves (Van Eaton et al., 2016).

Another source of uncertainties is removal processes. Gravitational settling of volcanic
ash particles is either realised by setting a fixed size dependent sedimentation velocity
(NAME) or is a function of air density and temperature which determine the viscosity
and therefore settling (FLEXPART). Dry deposition, i.e. through particle impaction and
diffusion with the earth surface, is treated using a resistance method to estimate a deposition
velocity. Wet deposition processes depend on the precipitation intensity and are determined
by species-specific scavenging coefficients (Kristiansen et al., 2012). A few studies have
also investigated the effect of aggregation in dispersion and transport models (Folch, 2012),
but such an aggregation scheme is not yet included in most of the models.

In addition to the traditional transport and dispersion models, inversion schemes have
been developed, e.g. (Stohl et al., 2011), to improve the eruption source term. The method
uses secondary information from measurement systems (satellite, ground-based or in-situ),
to compare modelled plume concentrations to observational data (ash column loadings).
This approach results in a new source term description that can be used to restart the
model dispersion calculations. Operational VAAC model forecasts are routinely validated
and verified against available observations and compared to model outputs from the other
VAACs (Dacre et al., 2013).

Since the 2010 Eyjafjallajökull eruption, the volcanic ash advisory centres (VAACs) have
changed their model outputs to quantitative products (Figure 2.8, right). Before 2010, they
simply outlined the dimensions of the ash cloud with no information about the concentration
(Figure 2.8, left). After the 2010 eruption, the London VAAC (here an example from 17th
May 2010) changed their rules, and defined zones of defined ash concentrations (0.2 – 2
mg/m3 in cyan, 2 – 4 mg/m3 in grey and above 4 mg/m3 in red).
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3 : Methodology

This chapter gives a short overview of the models and measurements techniques used in
this PhD thesis to study the transport of volcanic ash from the atmosphere into aero-engines,
to characterise volcanic ash particle properties, and to measure airborne and sedimented
volcanic ash samples. The chapter first describes the numerical model principle used in
Paper I, particle characterisation instruments used in Paper II, and the measurement and
calibration techniques used in Paper III.

3.1. Modelling

Aero-engine experiments are complex and expensive to run, especially when complete
engines are to be used. Therefore, analytical tools such as computational fluid dynamics
models are employed to investigate and understand specific problems such as the ingestion
of volcanic ash particles into engines.

The used numerical fluid dynamics particle tracking model (Star-CCM+) was developed
and designed for solving multidisciplinary problems in both fluid and solid continuum
mechanics and was set up to model the interaction of volcanic ash particles with the fan
surface and to model the ingestion of particles into the engine core section. For this, a
high-bypass ratio gas-turbine engine design, representative of many related engine types,
was first discretized into a numerical mesh before numerical fluid dynamics experiments
were performed for two different altitudes (10000 and 35000 ft) and three different engine
flight conditions (climb, cruise, descent). The altitudes were chosen as most of the encounters,
described in Section 2.5, occurred in these altitudes. Furthermore, the investigated flight
conditions are those that are most likely for a volcanic ash cloud encounter.

The calculations were solved by a two-step procedure. The first step involved the calcu-
lation of the 3D steady-state fluid flow. In these calculations, the governing equations for the
conservation of mass, momentum, and energy were solved simultaneously using an implicit
coupled flow and energy algorithm including a two-equation turbulence model. The thermo-
dynamic relationships of the conservation equations were realised by the use of the ideal
gas law, whereas the rotation of the fan was realised using a moving reference frame (MRF)
approach. In this approach, the rotating parts (i.e., the fan and the spinner) were captured in
a frame, which rotates relatively to the stationary frame used for the non-rotating parts and
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transfers circumferentially averaged flow properties across the frame interface. This allows
the transfer of mass, momentum, energy and other conserved quantities from one frame into
the other.

In a second step, a stochastic Lagrangian particle-tracking model was used for the calcu-
lation of volcanic ash particle trajectories. This model is based on the translational force
balance and rotational momentum balance of volcanic ash particles and also considers
turbulent velocity fluctuations as the particles move through the engine. The translational
force balance was calculated as the particle acceleration ( d

dt

dxp
dt

), where xp is the particle
position described as a function of particle velocity (up) and time (t), and the sum of the
main external forces (fp,i = F/mp) acting on the particles

d

dt
up =

∑
fp,i, (3.1)

where mp = ρpD
3
pπ/6 is the mass of a particle (ρp is the particle density and Dp the particle

diameter). fp,i represents all external forces acting on the particle. During the particle
transport in the surrounding gas-phase the rotational (angular) momentum is transported by
the particle-fluid interface that is defined as the angular velocity of the particle (ωp) and the
torque from the gas-phase acting on the particle (tp,g)

d

dt
ωp = tp,g, (3.2)

The exerted torque, tp,g = µg
64Ig

D3
pCRΩpReR, was calculated using the drag coefficient of

rotation (CR) that depends on the particle rotational Reynolds number (ReR), the particle
fluid rotation velocity (Ωp), and the moment of inertia of a spherical particle (Ip = mpD

2
p/10)

(Rubinow and Keller, 1961). The turbulent velocity fluctuations (turbulent local disturbances,
i.e. eddies, to the Reynolds- averaged gas-phase flow field) were calculated using a discrete
random walk (DRW) model (Gosman and Ioannides, 1983), where the influence of instantan-
eous turbulent velocity fluctuations changes the particle drag, as the particle movement
increases with decreasing particle Stokes number (defined as the characteristic response
time of the fluid divided by the characteristic response time of the particle.)

Particle properties and wall treatment
The particles in the particle tracking study were set to be spherical, rigid and internally
homogeneous solid particles with a constant mass density of ρp = 2.7 g/cm3, representing
the most frequent volcanic ash type (andesitic volcanic ash analysed in Paper II). The
particle-fan interaction was realised using a particle rebound (or bounce-off) wall collision
model that assumed an ideal and smooth fan blade surface. The momentum loss after a
particle-wall interaction is described as the ratio of the particle velocity before and after
impact, where the particles are assumed to have a perfect elastic response, meaning that
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the particles bounce back (energy transfer without losses) into the domain and do not break
up after impact. The assumptions are acceptable as currently no volcanic ash experimental
data of restitutions coefficients and particle break-up distributions after impact are available.
Inelastic collision might have an effect on the results, but the difference between perfect
elastic and inelastic particle behaviour is unknown. Another assumption is the use of a
constant drag coefficient (CD = 0.44), which is based on the fact that the Reynolds numbers
are sufficiently large (Re = 1000) for inertial effects (Newton’s regime) to dominate viscous
effects, which leads to the drag coefficient to become independent of the Reynolds number.

Calculation of mass concentration inside the engine core section
Analysis of the interactions between the volcanic ash particles and the fan and the particle
transport from the core flow into the bypass flow facilitated the investigation of the size-
dependent volcanic ash particle number concentration reduction inside the core flow. To
express the reduction of particles inside the engine core, a new core reduction factor was
introduced

χc(Dp) =
n(Dp)i
n(Dp)c

(3.3)

that is defined as the particle size-dependent ratio of the initial particle number inside
the core streamflow in front of the fan stage (n(Dp)i) (i.e., in the ambient atmosphere)
and after the fan stage, thus inside the engine core (n(Dp)c). With this new factor the
mass concentration inside the engine core section can be calculated following the following
equation,

Mp,core =
∫ Dp,max

Dp,min

ρpD
3
p

π

6

(n(Dp)i
χc(Dp)

)
dDp (3.4)

where the particle mass of a single particle (mp = ρpD
3
pπ/6) is multiplied by the total

number of ambient particles of a given particle size in the size range betweenDp,min = 1 µm
andDp,max = 100 µm and divided by the reduction factor. A full description of the equations
and the factors are given in Paper I.
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3.2. Measurements

3.2.1. Physicochemical and optical characterisation

Laboratory-based measurements of volcanic ash samples were used to investigate their
physicochemical and optical properties. The following sub-section gives a short overview of
the used ash samples and the main analytical methods. For this study, a total of nine different
measurement systems and analytical methods were used. A full description is given in Paper
II.

Volcanic Ash Samples
For the investigation of the microphysical, chemical and optical properties, nine volcanic
ash samples from different volcanoes and eruptions were selected (Table 3.1). The selection
of the samples was based on (a) the wide range of silica contents, (b) their origin from
explosive (Volcanic Explosivity Index≤ 5) eruptions with a high content of fine ash particles
and (c) the fact that the selected eruptions all had a large impact on the society (i.e., on
infrastructures and aviation).

Chemical properties
To measure the chemical composition, including the glass content, three different measure-
ment principles and techniques were used. The chemical characterisation of volcanic ash
particles is vital for other parameters such as the mass density, optical properties and thermal
properties. The bulk material compositions were analysed using field-emission gun scanning
electron microscopy (FEG-SEM) with an integrated energy dispersive spectrometer (EDS).
The elemental composition was recorded with an EDS micrometre-sized beam allowing
determination of average compositions of the total cross-section area of particles. The
resulting elemental data of each component were first converted into weight percent of
the corresponding oxides (oxide wt. %) and then normalised (processing option: Oxygen
by stoichiometry). The measurement of the bulk chemical composition was performed in
Paper II. The surface material compositions were analysed using an X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS). With XPS measurements, the uppermost 2-10 nm of the sample surface
was analysed using a monochromatic X-ray source. Additionally, using an optical micros-
cope equipped with light polarisation and image capture software, the glass and crystalline
component phases were measured following a technique introduced by McCrone et al.
(1978). The three techniques combined give a representative overview of the overall compo-
sition of the nine ash samples.
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Physical properties
The particle size and the complex shape were measured with an automated static particle
imaging (ASPI) instrument (Malvern Instrument Morphologi G3) following the procedure
introduced by Leibrandt and Le Pennec (2015). The ASPI is an optical analyser that charac-
terises the size and morphology of particles on a two-dimensional projection area and pro-
vides reliable and reproducible particle information for a statistically significant number of
particles with a low relative standard deviation on average values (< 0.2 %). I used two
different microscope objective lenses, a 20x magnification objective lens for particles in
size range between 1.8 - 100 µm and a 5x magnification objective lens for the size range
of 6.5 - 420 µm. The total number of individual particles measured for each ash sample
was between 106 and 107 based on an initial sample volume. The light source was set to
be diascopic, which means that the light shone from below the carrier unit to produce a
sharp contrast between the dark ash particles and the light illuminated background. Based
on the setup, the particle perimeter, the particle area, and the longest, intermediate and
shortest length of a single particle were derived. Based on the measured parameters, the
circle-equivalent particle diameter, the aspect ratio, the Cox circularity, and the Wilson shape
parameter were calculated. Information about the different shape parameters are needed, for
instance, for radiative transfer models when non-sphericity of the ash particles is considered
(Kylling et al., 2014) or as one of the shape descriptors for estimating drag coefficients of
non-spherical particles (Bagheri and Bonadonna, 2016a). In addition to the size and the
shape of volcanic ash particles, we also determined the dense-rock equivalent mass density.
We conducted direct measurements of the particle skeleton using Archimedean densitometry
and additionally calculated the theoretical density based on mass fractions for the major
oxides as obtained from the compositional analysis (EDS measurements) and crystalline
volume data from Lange and Carmichael (1987).

Optical properties
The complex refractive index (RI),Nλ = nλ+ i kλ, is a quantitative measure of the reflectance
(nλ), transmittance and absorption properties (kλ) of a substance and is a function of the light
wavelength (λ) and the chemical composition of the sample. Information about the RI is
essential to relate optical measurement signals to particle information such as size (effective
radius), size distribution and ultimately the ash mass concentration (see Section 3.2.2).
Furthermore, the RI is needed in radiative transfer models for a quantification of the impact
of volcanic ash on the Earth’s radiative budget. To determine the complex refractive index,
we used a measurement-model combination. For determining the absorption properties, a
double-beam UV/Vis/NIR spectro- photometer was used. The scattering properties were
then calculated following a combination of a Sellmeier dispersion model (Weber, 2003) and
a theoretical calculation of the refractive index from chemical composition data as described
by Church and Johnson (1980). The obtained optical properties are in the wavelength range
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between λ = 300 and 1500 nm. The optical properties of the Eyjafjallajökull sample were
used in Paper III for the calibration of the instrument.

3.2.2. In-situ measurements with an optical particle

counter

For the airborne in-situ measurements of an artificially created ash cloud, but using real
volcanic ash from the 2010 Eyjafjallajökull eruption (Paper III), an optical particle counter
(OPC) was used. OPCs are laser-based instruments that measure particulates in the size
range of 0.2 up to 50 µm in real-time. They combine the principles of light scattering of
small particles (they operate in the visible to near-infrared wavelength range) with single
particle counting. By the interaction of a particle with the laser band, a light pulse travels
in a specific size depended direction. A pin diode detects the scattered radiation signal from
each particle and inverts the pulse height into a spherical equivalent diameter assuming a
complex refractive index of the particle material (Heim et al., 2008).

In order to use OPCs for volcanic ash measurements, they need to be calibrated for the
specific ash particle type. The basis for the calibration is that the pulse height signal is linear
proportional to the scattering cross section (Csca) of the particle. The scattering cross-section
is the area where radiation will be scattered by particles and depends on the wavelength
of the incident light (λ, linear polarized, monochromatic wave), the particle size, usually
expressed as the dimensionless size parameter (α, ratio of the circumference of the particle
to the wavelength of light), and the complex refractive index. The scattering cross section is
defined as the integral of the phase function,

σ =
π

λ2

∫ 2π

0

∫ π

0
(|S1(θ)λDpm|2 + |S2(θ)λDpm|2)sin(θ)ω(θφ)dθdφ (3.5)

where θ and φ represent the angles between the incident light and the scattering direction as
well as the direction of the scattered radiation around the incident beam, Dp is the particle
diameter, S1 and S2 are the complex scattering amplitudes for two different directions,
parallel and perpendicular to the scattering plane and ωoptics is the device-specific optical
weight function (Rosenberg et al., 2012). The two different directions are referred to the
same scattering plane that represents the reference system.

S1(µ) =
N∑

n=1

2n+ 1

n(n+ 1)
[αnπn(µ) + bnτn(µ)] (3.6)

S2(µ) =
N∑

n=1

2n+ 1

n(n+ 1)
[αnτn(µ) + bnπn(µ)] (3.7)

In those equations, µ is the cosine of the instrument’s scattering angle, τn(µ) is the Legendre
polynomial, and an and bn the Mie coefficients that depend on the complex refractive index
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Nλ (= nλ+ i kλ). Knowledge of the complex refractive index is essential as different volcanic
ash types have different scattering and absorption properties as shown in Paper II. For
example, basaltic ash particles have the highest scattering as well as absorption properties,
whereas rhyolitic ash particles have the lowest scattering and absorption properties. For
the analysis of the airborne experiment (Paper III), the complex refractive index and mass
density of ash from the 2010 Eyjafjallajökull eruption was measured (Paper II) and applied
in a Mie calibration code (Wiscombe, 1980) to calibrate the instrument. The ash type had
an andesitic composition, with a density of 2.81 g/cm3 and a complex refractive index of
1.552 ± 0.0016i (Paper II). Thus, by knowing the scattering cross-section and the complex
refractive index, the particle diameter can be calculated (Figure 3.1). I applied the calibration
functions to the OPC instrument that I used during the in-situ measurements of the artificial
ash cloud experiment (Paper III).

Figure 3.1.: Conversion of three exemplary particle scattering cross-sections, detected by the optical
particle counter, into material dependent particle size using a material specific calibration function.
The function was calculated using the complex refractive index values for Eyjafjallajökull measured
in Paper II.
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4 : Summaries of papers

4.1. Paper I

Simulation of volcanic ash ingestion by a large turbofan aero-engine:
Particle-fan interactions

Vogel, A., Durant, A. J., Cassiani, M., Clarkson, R. J., Slaby, M., Diplas, S., Krüger, K. and
Stohl, A., Journal of Turbomachinery, 2018, accepted.

Objective
Investigate the effect of the engine fan on ingested volcanic ash particles into an aero-engine
to relate ash concentrations in the ambient atmosphere to concentrations inside the engine
core section.

Summary
In this paper, particle-fan interactions and resulting engine core reduction factors for volcanic
ash particles entering the engine core were calculated using numerical computational fluid
dynamics simulations including a Lagrangian particle-tracking algorithm. The simulations
were carried out using a representative engine high-bypass gas-turbine engine design that
powers current wide-body aircraft and for three different fan power conditions and two
different flight altitudes. The parameters describing volcanic ash particles were based on
published volcanic ash properties. The resulting size-dependent core reduction factors were
first applied to generic particle probability density functions and then to volcanic ash concen-
tration data of a real aircraft encounter, to calculate mass concentration reductions.

Main findings
• The particle-fan interaction experiments and thus the obtained engine core reduction

factors (χc), clearly showed that the fan acts like a particle separator and has a signifi-
cant influence on the engine core exposure (core entry concentration and dosage).
The interactions between volcanic ash particles and the fan resulted in a centrifuging
of particles from the core stream flow into the bypass flow. The real engine core
exposure is needed to relate concentrations within the engine core to damages of
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components, where traditionally only atmospheric volcanic ash mass concentration
data were considered.

• Particles < 2 µm did not often interact with the fan surfaces (probability < 5 %),
but with increasing particle diameter the particle-fan interactions and the particle
separation increased. Furthermore, the interaction is strongly dependent on the rotation
speed of the fan, where the highest investigated fan power (i.e., 90 % of full power)
resulted in a 100 % interaction probability for volcanic ash particles larger than 63
µm (upper size of the fine fraction of volcanic ash). Volcanic ash particles with the
largest diameter (100 µm) and the highest fan power condition (high power) in this
study resulted in a maximum core reduction factor of χc = 2.53 at 35000 ft.

• Calculations of generic atmospheric volcanic ash mass concentration reductions after
applying the core reduction factors showed a significant decrease of volcanic ash
mass for particle size distributions with a mean diameter > 3 µm. Furthermore, the
mass reduction showed the substantial impact of the fan on engine core exposure
calculations (core entry exposure and dosage). The maximum potential particle mass
concentration reduction was calculated to be up to ∼ 30 % for a generic particle
density function with a mean diameter of 16 µm. The calculations of the particle
distribution also confirmed the mass reduction calculations of the real volcanic ash
particle encounter (Mt. Kelud eruption 2014).

• Findings of this study are crucial for future volcanic ash encounters, to relate atmos-
pheric volcanic ash mass concentrations and particle size distributions to potential
damage inside the engine core section (i.e., erosion rates, tip clearance growth, melting
behaviour of particles inside the combustion chamber and adhesion of volcanic ash
material). Furthermore, the presented data can be used to calculate the engine core
applicable dose rate, exposure and dosage needed to calculate their impact on the
operability of aero engines and to assess their potential safety risk. Combined with
calculations of atmospheric volcanic ash exposure and dosages along flight routes,
this would allow judging the volcanic ash threat to engine cores much more reliably
in the future.

Author contribution
I planned the CFD model setup, collected and implemented the engine geometries (inclusive
the geometry manipulation and preparation) used in the numerical computational fluid dy-
namics calculations. I designed and conducted the numerical experiments, and processed
the interaction, separation, generic particle distributions and the real aircraft encounter data.
I generated all figures and wrote the publication with contributions from my co-authors.
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4.2 Paper II - Physicochemical and optical properties of volcanic ash

4.2. Paper II

Reference dataset of volcanic ash physicochemical and optical
properties

A. Vogel, S. Diplas, A. J. Durant, A. S. Azar, M. F. Sunding, W. I. Rose, A. Sytchkova, C.
Bonadonna, K. Krüger, and A. Stohl, Journal of Geophysical Research: Atmosphere, 2017
(doi:10.1002/2016JD026328)

Objective
Analyse volcanic ash particle characteristics using a range of analytical methods and tech-
niques to determine their physicochemical and optical properties to reduce uncertainties in
model and observation inputs.

Summary
In this study, the physicochemical and optical properties of volcanic ash particles were
measured using a range of analytical measurement techniques and theoretical methods. The
measurements were carried out using a representative selection of volcanic ash samples of
different volcanic eruption and different igneous rock types. The measured and calculated
properties are also used in Paper III for measurement system calibration and thus for mass
concentration calculations.

Main findings

• All investigated ash samples could be classified into igneous rock type groups accord-
ing to their SiO2 and total alkali contents that play a crucial role in governing the
mass density and the complex refractive index. Thus, the nine volcanic ash samples
cover a wide range of SiO2 contents ranging from basalt (∼50 wt % SiO2) to rhyolite
(∼80 wt % SiO2). Comparing the bulk composition with the composition of the
particle surface (2 to 10 nm depth), we found - despite the overall similarities - also
notable differences between the surface and bulk chemical composition. The ratios of
the elements Ca, Na, Mg, and Fe showed slightly higher concentrations in the bulk
material compared to the surface, whereas Si was enriched on the surface due to a
potential dissolution of an external layer by corrosive mixed gaseous/aqueous fluids.

• The light microscopy measurement showed that the glass contents vary from the bulk
SiO2 content and we found that the glass content within each igneous rock group can
vary significantly especially in the intermediate region (andesite to dacite).
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• The particle morphology shows a systematic dependency on the particle size (in the
size range Dp < 100 µm), and our findings were consistent over the entire sample
set. The aspect ratio and the Wilson shape parameter showed no significant difference
between fine and coarse ashes, whereas the Cox circularity (sphericity) showed signifi-
cant differences. The overall shape parameters for the fine ash fraction are 0.71, 0.84,
and 0.85 for the aspect ratio, the Cox circularity, and the Wilson shape parameter,
respectively, and for the coarse ash fraction (Dp > 63 µm) corresponding values are
0.72, 0.74, and 0.84. This consistent pattern in the shape parameters can be used to
parameterise the particle shape in ash transport and dispersion, climate, fluid dynamics
or theoretical terminal velocity calculation models.

• The dense-rock equivalent (DRE) mass densities showed an explicit dependency on
the individual chemical composition of each sample and decreased with increasing
SiO2 content. Thus, the DRE mass density was found to be in the range from ρ = 2.49
± 0.06 g/cm3 for rhyolitic ashes to ρ = 2.98 ± 0.04 g/cm3 for basaltic ashes.

• The complex refractive index over a broad wavelength range (λ = 300 to 1500 nm)
was analysed for the first time for a comprehensive silica range and a high number of
different ash samples. The complex refractive index showed an explicit dependency
on the individual chemical composition of the samples, and especially on the SiO2

content, shown, both in our data and comparable literature data. For the real part, nλ,
we found a decrease of values with increasing wavelength, where the ash with the
highest SiO2 content had the highest nλ value. For the imaginary part, kλ, we found
that the values increase with increasing wavelength, where basaltic, basaltic-andesitic,
and andesitic showed stronger dependency on wavelength, due to a higher potential
to absorb light.

• This data set will contribute to minimize uncertainties in the calculation and detection
of ash clouds for future or historic volcanic eruptions even when only information
about the magma composition is available.

Author contribution
I planned the measurements and assembled as well as prepared the volcanic ash particle
samples. I conducted the physical, chemical and optical measurement with various instru-
ments and processed all data. For the publication, I generated all figures and wrote the
publication with contributions from the co-authors.
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4.3 Paper III - In-situ measurements of artificial ash cloud

4.3. Paper III

Artificial cloud test confirms volcanic ash detection using infrared
spectral imaging

Prata, A. J., Dezitter, F., Davies, I., Weber, K., Birnfeld, M., Moriano, D., Bernardo, C.,
Vogel, A., Prata, G., Mather, T. A., Thomas, H. E., Cammas, J. and Weber, M., Scientific
Reports – Nature, 2016 (doi:10.1038/srep25620)

Objective
Apply physicochemical and optical properties to in-situ volcanic ash measurements to im-
prove measurement accuracy and to calculate atmospheric concentrations of a volcanic ash
cloud.

Summary
In this airborne experiment, the ability to detect and quantify volcanic ash of an artificial
volcanic ash cloud both remotely and in-situ were investigated using infrared spectral imag-
ing and optical light scattering instruments. Three aircraft were used during the experiment;
one carried the remote sensing instrument that measured the ash cloud remotely, one carrying
the in-situ measurement instrument to measure inside the ash cloud and one for the release of
volcanic ash particles. The used ash was very fine ash particles collected on Iceland after the
Eyjafjallajökull eruption in 2010. For the first time, airborne remote detection of volcanic
ash has been successfully demonstrated from a long-range flight test aircraft simultaneously
with in-situ measurements of a second aircraft inside the ash cloud. In-situ measurements
were vital to verify the remote sensing measurements and to indicate the extent and the
concentration of the ash cloud during the experiments.

Main findings (own contribution)

• The optical particle counter instrument used to measure volcanic ash inside the artifi-
cial ash cloud was re-calibrated based on calculated and measured complex refractive
index data of Eyjafjallajökull ash particles (Paper II, Figure 19 and Table 5).

• Based on the re-calibrated instrument, the uncertainties related to particle size distri-
bution, as well as mass concentration calculations, were minimised.

• In-situ measurements were used to measure the vertical extent of the ash cloud by
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ascending and descending out and in the ash cloud and the horizontal extent until
negligible particle numbers were counted. They also showed that the ash cloud had a
high heterogeneity.

• The optical particle counter calibration procedure can be used for future eruptions to
have accurate atmospheric mass concentration data of volcanic ash.

Author contribution
I planned and coordinated the DA42 flights. I prepared the aircraft experiments, e.g. im-
plementation of the optical particle counter measurement systems into aircraft and acquisition
of in-situ data including satellite datalink into other aircraft. I participated in the experimental
trials and conducted the in-situ particle measurements. I analysed, interpreted and plotted
the measurement data and participated in the discussions and writing of the publication,
i.e., measurement principle, experimental setup, data description and link to remote sensing
sensor instrument.
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5 : Summary and Future Outlook

The PhD thesis had the aim to minimise volcanic ash uncertainties and limitations in
observations and models that can lead to the development of improved products needed for a
better hazard assessment on climate, health, the environment and especially on aero-engines.
Two PhD thesis papers dealt with the physicochemical and optical characterisation of vol-
canic ash particles and how they are ingested into aero-engines. Use of particle property
data was also shown in a study of in-situ detection of an artificial ash plume. This chapter
summarises and discusses each of the primary objectives raised in the Introduction and
gives an overall summary of the PhD work, before it finishes with an outlook about future
research.

(a) Investigate the effect of the engine fan on ingested volcanic ash particles into an
aero-engine and to relate ash concentrations in the ambient atmosphere to concen-
trations inside the engine core section.

The ingestion of volcanic ash particles into an aero-engine was investigated in Paper I,
using a numerical computational fluid dynamics (CFD) and Lagrangian particle-tracking
model. The model was set up to track volcanic ash particles during their transition from
the atmosphere, into the engine, through the turbofan stage and into the engine core section.
The most demanding task of this study was the setup of the particle-tracking model. While
Lagrangian particle-tracking models are used in many applications, the presence of high-
speed flows and shocks, in combination with fast rotating parts made it difficult to set up.
I set up the model in a way, that can be easily adapted to other engines types and flight
conditions, which could make it operational for future applications.

With my newly established particle-tracking model, it was possible to calculate the proba-
bility of particle-fan interactions and the reduction of particle number concentrations enter-
ing the engine core section. The calculations show the significant influence of the fan on
ingested volcanic ash particles. Moreover, to demonstrate the effect of particle separation,
the reduction factors were first applied to generic volcanic ash size distributions to quantify
the particle reduction as a function of particle size, before they were applied to a real
volcanic ash cloud encounter event (Mt. Kelud eruption 2014). For that the CFD particle
tracking data were combined with dispersion and transport modelling data obtained using an
atmospheric transport model. The results show how valuable numerical engine models are
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in combination with atmospheric models to obtain engine core concentrations that are more
accurate than the hitherto applied assumption that the engine core concentration is identical
to the ambient atmospheric concentration. This improved knowledge will be crucial for
future volcanic ash encounters, to relate atmospheric volcanic ash mass concentrations and
particle size distributions to potential damage inside the engine core section. Furthermore,
the presented data can be used to calculate the engine core applicable dose rate, exposure
and/or dosage needed to calculate their impact on the operability of aero engines and to
assess their potential safety risk. An essential aspect of this study is that the reduction factors
are calculated for main flight altitudes and conditions and a representative volcanic ash type
(Paper II). Thus, they can be applied for other eruptions and to atmospheric transport model
calculations and measurement sensors.

(b) Analyse volcanic ash particle characteristics using a range of analytical methods
and techniques to determine their physicochemical and optical properties to reduce
uncertainties in model and observation inputs.

Of special interest to this PhD thesis was the characterisation of volcanic ash properties.
Paper II investigated the different ash properties and summarised them in a comprehensive
data set that can be used for various volcanic ash applications, such as transport and climate
models, as well as measurement algorithms or in fluid dynamic models (Paper I). Moreover,
Paper II is, to my knowledge the first and most comprehensive analysis of volcanic ash
particle microphysical, chemical and optical characteristics for a wide range of silica cont-
ents. These properties are partly related and, thus, a significant contribution of Paper II
is that all parameters were derived for the same ash samples, thus allowing consistency
checks and allowing to investigate relationships between different particle parameters. For
example, the paper shows that the particle shape is a function of particle size or that the mass
density and the complex refractive indices are a function of the bulk chemistry of the ash
particles. This also means that the dataset can be used for future eruptions even when only
information about the magma type is available. Improved knowledge of the investigated
properties is vital for more accurate detection and forecasting of volcanic ash clouds as well
as the estimation of their potential impacts on climate, environment, aviation and human
health. Thus, this dataset contributes to reducing the uncertainties in the measurements and
simulation of ash clouds for future and past volcanic eruptions even when only information
about the magma composition source is available.
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(c) Apply physicochemical and optical properties to in-situ volcanic ash measurements
to improve measurement accuracy and to calculate atmospheric concentrations of
a volcanic ash cloud.

My PhD thesis contribution in Paper III was a rare opportunity to measure volcanic ash
inside an artificially generated volcanic ash cloud with elevated concentrations (∼1 mg/m3)
for a longer period (∼60 min). However, to achieve reliable information about the extent
of the ash cloud as well as its concentrations, measurement systems needed to be calibrated
to relate to a volcanic ash particle size, and ultimately to a mass concentration. For this, I
calibrated the optical particle counter instrument employed during the airborne experiment
by using the complex refractive index data obtained in Paper II. The deviation between the
calibration for the real ash type and the standard (non-absorbing particles) resulted in a two
times higher concentration for the ash type.

Overall summary of PhD thesis

Overall, my PhD thesis helped to minimise uncertainties and limitation in observations
and models and to improve volcanic eruption hazard assessments. To assess a volcanic
ash concentration that is causing damage inside an aircraft engine, it is crucial to consider
reduction mechanisms, i.e., the fan separation factor (Paper I), as well as to get more
accurate atmospheric volcanic ash cloud information. Accurate atmospheric data can only
be achieved if model and detection algorithms are using reliable input parameters. These
volcanic ash parameters were investigated and compiled with the new and comprehensive
reference data set in Paper II. Moreover, the volcanic ash studies helped to quantify airborne
measurement uncertainties (Paper III). Combining information from Paper I and Paper II in
atmospheric transport models and measurement schemes will help to minimise uncertainties
of detecting and modelling volcanic ash mass concentrations in the future.

Future Outlook

Numerical computational fluid dynamics modelling
The particle-tracking model is found to be valuable to model the ingestion of volcanic ash
particles into an aero-engine, but further improvements in the numerical setup are desirable
in future work. This should involve using different particle densities (taken from Paper
II), a microphysical scheme that includes particle breakup after particle interactions with
the fan surface, as well as the consideration of non-spherical particles (also taken from
Paper II). However, I believe that the most significant influence on the particle separation
is based on different fan designs. Therefore, it would be beneficial to investigate more and
different engine geometries under various flight- relevant conditions (i.e., take off, idle, hold,
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landing).

Volcanic ash particle characterisation
The reference dataset (Paper II) has proven its value in this PhD study for in-situ measure-
ments sensors as well as to relate the volcanic ash properties to ground-based dust samples
(Paper III and other studies). However, it would be good to include at least three samples
in each igneous rock group to have a statistically more robust dataset and to add high total
alkali content samples (e.g. Foidite, Phonolite) as well. Moreover, parameters such as the
mineral compositions or thermal properties under static and dynamic considerations, i.e.,
the glass transition and the melting point of ash samples, would be valuable, especially for
an aero-engine damage assessment. One of the most urgent parameters to investigate in
the future would be the complex refractive index in the near-infrared to the infrared region
as a large number of volcanic ash remote sensing instruments operate in this wavelength
range.
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Abstract Uncertainty in the physicochemical and optical properties of volcanic ash particles creates errors
in the detection and modeling of volcanic ash clouds and in quantification of their potential impacts. In this
study, we provide a data set that describes the physicochemical and optical properties of a representative
selection of volcanic ash samples from nine different volcanic eruptions covering a wide range of silica
contents (50–80 wt % SiO2). We measured and calculated parameters describing the physical (size
distribution, complex shape, and dense-rock equivalent mass density), chemical (bulk and surface
composition), and optical (complex refractive index from ultraviolet to near-infrared wavelengths) properties
of the volcanic ash and classified the samples according to their SiO2 and total alkali contents into the
common igneous rock types basalt to rhyolite. We found that the mass density ranges between ρ = 2.49 and
2.98 g/cm3 for rhyolitic to basaltic ash types and that the particle shape varies with changing particle size
(d < 100 μm). The complex refractive indices in the wavelength range between λ = 300 nm and 1500 nm
depend systematically on the composition of the samples. The real part values vary from n = 1.38 to 1.66
depending on ash type and wavelength and the imaginary part values from k = 0.00027 to 0.00268. We place
our results into the context of existing data and thus provide a comprehensive data set that can be used for
future and historic eruptions, when only basic information about the magma type producing the ash
is known.

1. Introduction

During explosive volcanic eruptions, volcanic ash (VA) particles can be released into the atmosphere and
transported hundreds to thousands of kilometers away from the eruptive vent. Depending on the eruption
conditions (e.g., height of release), atmospheric conditions, and microphysical properties of VA, the parti-
cles have atmospheric lifetimes that can span hours (sedimentation velocities of ~1 km/h for coarse ash
particles, d > 63 μm) to days and months (~0.01 km/h for fine ash particles, d < 63 μm) [Bonadonna et al.,
1998; Rose et al., 2001; Durant, 2015]. During their atmospheric long-range transport, VA particles have the
potential to influence the Earth’s radiation balance as they reflect and absorb solar and terrestrial radia-
tion, and therefore, they may impact weather and climate [Robock, 2000; Vernier et al., 2016]. They also
present a major threat for aviation operations as they decrease visibility and cause dangerous airframe
and engine damages [Prata and Tupper, 2009; Guffanti et al., 2010]. Near the Earth surface VA particles
pose hazards to human health [Baxter et al., 2014], affect air quality [Thorsteinsson et al., 2012], infrastruc-
tures such as ground transport and water supplies [Wilson et al., 2012], and to natural environments [Jones
and Gislason, 2008; Durant et al., 2010].

Atmospheric models, such as particle transport and dispersion, radiative transfer, or climate models, and ash
retrieval algorithms rely on accurate and quantitative information about the different properties of VA. These
properties deviate greatly between different volcanic ash types as they depend on individual magma proper-
ties (e.g., composition, rheology, and gas content), the particle formation processes, and the distance from
the eruptive vent (particle size). However, in most cases, models and measurement algorithms use only a sin-
gle set of parameters for all types of eruptions. This oversimplification can introduce large uncertainties in
calculations of the atmospheric dispersion or mass concentration calculations as these properties differ
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substantially from reality [Grainger et al., 2013]. To minimize these uncertainties, there is an urgent need for
more detailed and interrelated characterization of the properties of VA [Rocha-Lima et al., 2014].

Figure 1 shows an overview about the main volcanic ash properties subdivided into chemical (mineralogical
and chemical compositions of particle bulk and surface), physical (particle size, morphology, and mass
density), and optical (complex refractive index) properties of VA. Accurate parameters describing these prop-
erties are needed in atmospheric dispersion and climate models as well as in remote sensing and in situ
detection algorithms to provide reliable output products such as deposition rates, mass concentrations,
and radiative forcing that are vital in the assessment of VA hazards.

1.1. Chemical Properties

The mineralogical and chemical compositions of VA are very complex and consist of glassy juvenile compo-
nents, crystals from multiple mineral phases (quartz, feldspar, micas, pyroxenes, amphiboles, and olivine)
formed in the magma, and lithic fragments of eroded vent and wall rock [White and Houghton, 2006;
Dingwell et al., 2012]. Typical VA composition ranges from basaltic (high in Mg and Fe) to rhyolitic (high in
Si and Al) [Stevenson et al., 2015] and is mostly described on the basis of the composition of the bulk material
[Bayhurst et al., 1994;Weber et al., 2012; Lieke et al., 2013], but can also be classified by the composition of the
particle surface. The particle composition provides important information about the magma mixture and the
erosion of the conduit rock [Heiken, 1972] and has an influence on scavenging processes in clouds and effects
on the natural environment such as ocean and soil fertilization [Duggen et al., 2009; Achterberg et al., 2013].
The composition is also fundamental for deriving other VA properties such as the mass density or the com-
plex refractive index.

The surfaces of the erupted VA particles represent a mixture of preeruptive, syneruptive, and posteruptive
surfaces [Ayris and Delmelle, 2012]. Preeruptive surfaces are those generated at the boundaries between
the silicate melts and the bubbles created during exsolution of magmatic volatiles [Sparks, 1978] and those
generated by a permeable network of fractures [Gonnermann and Manga, 2003]. These surfaces are equili-
brated via processes such as atomic rearrangement or ionic recombination. Syneruptive surfaces originate
from the magma fragmentation in its brittle (solid-like) regime. Crystallization of mineral phases in silicate

Figure 1. Flowchart illustrating how parameters describing the individual volcanic ash properties are needed for transport
and dispersion as well as climate models and for ash measurement techniques. The chemical composition of the samples
determines the mass density and the complex refractive index (RI) but also directly influences the severity of the ash’s
climate hazards, and its hazards for human health, air quality, and natural environment.
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melts introduces bulk material defects along phenocryst boundaries that act as fracture planes during
magma fragmentation. As crystallization may involve diffusion of specific elements from the amorphous
phase to the crystalline phase, fracture at the amorphous phase may generate surfaces depleted in the ele-
ments that were diffused into the crystalline phases. Posteruptive surfaces are generated by collision
between ash particles or between particles and conduit wall rock after magma fragmentation. Ash particle
surfaces are also influenced by high- and low-temperature heterogeneous chemical reactions in the eruption
plume. Further, physical processes (e.g., adsorption and aggregation) and chemical reactions (e.g., leaching)
occur during transport of the ash in the atmosphere. Both the bulk and surface compositions of VA particles
have impacts on cloudmicrophysical processes [Durant et al., 2008; Rolf et al., 2012], radiative forcing [Flanner
et al., 2014], respiratory effects [Horwell and Baxter, 2006], and soil and ocean fertilization effects [Duggen
et al., 2009; Achterberg et al., 2013].

1.2. Physical Properties

Knowledge of the physical properties of VA particles is fundamental to constrain the size and style of volcanic
eruptions [Bonadonna and Houghton, 2005] and to predict atmospheric lifetimes controlled by transport,
deposition, and sedimentation processes [Riley et al., 2003; Durant and Rose, 2009; Mills and Rose, 2010;
Folch, 2012; Bagheri et al., 2013]. Particle size and morphology are controlled by magma fragmentation pro-
cesses [Sparks, 1978], magma ascent rate, and by external factors such as particle collisions or interaction with
water [Rose and Durant, 2009; Dellino et al., 2012]. The deviation from spherical shape decreases atmospheric
sedimentation velocities by up to 50% [Mele et al., 2011; Bagheri and Bonadonna, 2016a], due to the altered
aerodynamic behavior of elongated particles. Thus, nonspherical particles can be transported over longer dis-
tances in the atmosphere than spherical particles [Stevenson et al., 2015; Bagheri and Bonadonna, 2016a].

To date, in measurement algorithms and atmospheric models, VA particles are often assumed to be spherical,
although they are known to be nonspherical due to their formation processes [Wilson and Huang, 1979]. It has
been shown that assuming mass-equivalent spheres instead of accounting for more realistically shaped
porous nonspherical particles may lead to underestimates of the total retrieved mass of an ash cloud by
approximately 30%. The assumption also leads to an overestimation of the ash cloud optical depth in radia-
tive transfer algorithms that are used to interpret satellite measurement data [Wen and Rose, 1994; Krotkov
et al., 1999b; Kylling et al., 2014]. Bagheri and Bonadonna [2016a], however, reported that even the most
commonly used corrections for the estimation of nonspherical drag-coefficients (relevant for calculations
of settling velocities) can introduce large errors (mean error up to 13% to maximum errors up to 80%)
depending on the calculation method.

In another study, Bagheri and Bonadonna [2016a] reviewed commonly used nonspherical drag models for
estimating VA particle drag coefficients and benchmarked them against analytical and experimental results.
They showed that nonspherical drag models are on average associated with errors between 8% and 55%
depending on the particle size (in the particle size of fine ash to lapilli-sized particles). The individual reported
errors are 2–10% for fine ash, 23–55% for coarse ash, and 10–33% for lapilli-sized particles. Interestingly, sphe-
rical models outperformed some nonspherical models in terms of accuracy, which indicates the importance
of proper shape characterizations if one wants to avoid such pitfalls of nonspherical models. They also
showed that by considering simple particle characteristics (i.e., flatness and elongation) it is possible to obtain
relatively accurate estimation of VA drag coefficient (average error of 8%).

Earlier quantitative shape analyses were limited to measurements of only a small number of particles [Heiken,
1972; Bayhurst et al., 1994; Riley et al., 2003;Mills and Rose, 2010], whereas recent instrumental developments
allowed measurements of a high number (100,000 s) of projected and three-dimensional particle shapes
[Durant and Rose, 2009; Bagheri et al., 2015; Leibrandt and Le Pennec, 2015; Liu et al., 2015]. Analyzing a high
number of particle shapes as a function of size is necessary for deriving statistically robust shape parameters
that help minimizing the uncertainties in transport and mass concentration calculations [Bagheri et al., 2015;
Liu et al., 2015]. The higher the number of measured and analyzed particles, the smaller is the uncertainty of
derived relevant shape descriptions such as the particle form or roundness.

Another parameter that controls the atmospheric lifetime and calculations of mass concentrations of VA
particles is the mass density. The mass density is also needed to convert the particle volume to particle mass
both in atmospheric measurements and in models. The mass density depends on the chemical composition
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and on the vesicularity. The vesicularity is defined as the volume percent of internal void space in volcanic ash
particles. Higher vesicularity results in lower densities. Thus, if vesicularity depends on particle size, the par-
ticle density varies with particle size as well. This is of importance for determining the terminal settling velo-
city and deposition patterns of ash particles [Bonadonna and Phillips, 2003; Costa et al., 2006]. Incorrect mass
density assumptions also lead to errors in gravitational settling and dry deposition schemes in atmospheric
models and to an overestimation or underestimation of mass concentration calculations in both model and
measurements products. Typical mass density values are in the range of ρ = 2.35–2.45 g/cm3 for glass shards,
ρ = 2.70–3.30 g/cm3 for crystals, and ρ = 2.60–3.20 g/cm3 for lithic particles [Wilson et al., 2012; Clarisse and
Prata, 2016].

1.3. Optical Properties

The most severe lack of information concerns the optical properties of VA particles. The optical properties are
described by the complex refractive index,

Nλ ¼ nλ þ i kλ; (1)

where nλ is the real part, related to the refraction, and kλ is the imaginary part related to the attenuation of
incident light. The complex refractive index is therefore a quantitative measure of the particles’ refraction
properties, i.e., how they transmit, reflect, and absorb incident light, and is dependent on the chemical com-
position [Ball et al., 2015] of the material and on the particles’ shape and density and hence can vary
significantly.

Reliable information about the complex refractive index is necessary for ash remote sensing retrievals
[Krotkov et al., 1997], optical ash measurement methods [Bukowiecki et al., 2011; Tesche et al., 2012], and also
for quantifying weather and climate impacts of the ash [Timmreck, 2012; Flanner et al., 2014; Vernier et al.,
2016] (see Figure 1). For example, the refractive index is a needed input parameter in radiative transfer mod-
els that are employed to simulate the backscattered top-of-the-atmosphere radiance to derive the aerosol
optical depth and the effective particle radius of an ash cloud for remote sensing retrievals [Krotkov et al.,
1999a; Carn and Krotkov, 2016].

Although the complex refractive index is known to be highly important for the detection and modeling of
volcanic ash clouds, existing studies are limited. Different studies used different particle types such as volca-
nic ash particles, terrestrial rocks, and pure glasses [Pollack et al., 1973; Volz, 1973] to investigate either the
complex refractive index or only the absorption part (kλ) for either single wavelengths [Ball et al., 2015] or
a broad wavelength range. Thereby, these studies used different theoretical and experimental approaches
such as measurements of the diffused reflectance [Patterson, 1981; Patterson et al., 1983; Krotkov et al.,
1999b; Rocha-Lima et al., 2014], direct transmittance [Grainger et al., 2013; Ball et al., 2015], a combination
of both [Pollack et al., 1973], or calculations based on the chemical composition [Kandler et al., 2011]. In fact,
many studies can be traced back to a single source of data [Pollack et al., 1973], which is based on the char-
acterization of terrestrial rocks and glasses.

An overview about all available refractive index values for volcanic ash and glasses found in the literature is
provided in Figure 2. The complex refractive index data are sorted by the igneous rock groups of the samples
that are depending on the silica and total alkali contents ranging from basalt to rhyolite, and the wavelength.
The overview also shows the main measurement systems operating in the relevant wavelength range.

The real part of the complex refractive index can be estimated by using different approaches such as the
Becke line technique, where the particles are immersed in a matrix of resin or liquid with well-characterized
optical properties, through reflectancemeasurements from bulk material or theoretical calculations. The total
reflectance proportion is derived using the reflectance data directly or by using the information about the
chemical composition of the samples. In the ultraviolet (UV) to near-infrared (NIR) wavelength range, typical
values range between nλ = 1.5 and 1.6 for silicate glasses and between nλ = 1.45 and 1.65 for naturally occur-
ring rocks and VA (depending on sample composition and wavelength) [Pollack et al., 1973; Ball et al., 2015].

The imaginary part of the complex refractive index can be retrieved either using both reflectance and trans-
mittance data or based only on transmittance measurements. It can also be estimated from reflectance mea-
surement only using the Kubelka-Munk theory, a phenomenological correlation between the total diffuse
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reflectance of the sample and a concentration of bulk absorbing species using a scaling factor (absorption-
to-scattering ratio of the material) as demonstrated by Patterson [1977, 1981]. This technique requires
information about the size distribution and particle shape and relies on iterative procedures and complex
forward modeling [Nobbs, 1985].

Direct transmittance measurements, however, allow determining the absorption properties of the ash sam-
ples directly, as soon as k is related to the portion of light that is absorbed, described by the Lambert-Beer law
[Zaccanti and Bruscaglioni, 1988]. The samples can be either rock material with varying thicknesses (larger
sample) [Pollack et al., 1973], particle powder embedded in a host matrix, or single particles immersed in
liquid as demonstrated by Ball et al. [2015]. Furthermore, the absorption properties, other than the reflec-
tance properties, can also be derived from satellite data [Ishimoto et al., 2016] directly, but these retrievals
are subject to their own assumptions and limitations.

Earlier studies reported high variations in absorption values in the range of kλ = 0.1 and 0.0001 [Patterson,
1981; Patterson et al., 1983], whereas later studies reported smaller variations with values in the range
between kλ = 0.001 and 0.00001 [Krotkov et al., 1999a; Grainger et al., 2013; Rocha-Lima et al., 2014; Ball et al.,
2015]. Generally, basaltic ash samples with a low silica content (~48 wt % SiO2) show the highest absorption,
while rhyolitic ash samples with a high silica content (>70 wt % SiO2) show the lowest absorption. For a more
general characterization of the scattering and absorption characteristics of volcanic ash, it would be impor-
tant to have an extensive set of measurements of nλ and kλ values for many different ash types as well as over
the a wide wavelength range relevant for atmospheric measurements and modeling.

Figure 2. Overview of available refractive index values in the literature sorted by the main igneous rock types basalt to
rhyolite (depending on silica content) including pumice and wavelength. On the top, we also marked the instruments
operating in the corresponding wavelength ranges. These are optical particle counters (OPCs), light detection and ranging
(lidar) instruments, and satellite retrievals operating in the ultraviolet (UV) and infrared (IR) range. Notice that some studies
measured only the absorption properties, some both scattering (n) and absorption (k) properties, but only for single
wavelengths, while others measured the properties for volcanic ask like material such as terrestrial rocks or glasses. The
differences are indicated at the bottom of the figure.
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1.4. Scope of This Study

To date, few studies exist that present measurements of both the physicochemical and optical properties of
volcanic ash particles, and we are not aware of any other study that has made such measurements in a sys-
tematic way for ash particles originating from a large range of different eruptions from different volcanoes. In
this study, we provide a data set for physical (particle size, morphology, and density), chemical (bulk and sur-
face chemistry as well as glass contents), and optical properties (complex refractive indices in the UV-Vis-NIR
range) of a representative selection of volcanic ash samples from nine different volcanic eruptions covering
the full variability in silica content (50–80 wt % SiO2). A user of our data set, who is interested in another erup-
tion for which the magma type that produced the ash is known, will be able to select the physical and optical
properties of our most representative ash samples and use these values for, e.g., satellite retrievals or model
calculations for the eruption of interest. Our data set may thus serve as a reference for future studies requiring
parameters describing VA properties. We captured the natural variability of ash physicochemical and optical
characteristics through a combination of empirical analytical methods (e.g., image analysis, Archimedean
densitometry, energy dispersive spectroscopy, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, light microscopy, and
UV/Vis spectrophotometry) and theoretical calculations. This paper is structured as follows: In section 2 we
introduce the methods we used, in sections 3 and 4 we present the results and discuss their implications
and their context to existing studies, and in section 5 we present conclusions.

2. Methods
2.1. Sample Selection, Origin, and Sampling

For the investigation of the microphysical, chemical, and optical properties, we selected nine VA samples
from different volcanoes and eruptions (Figure 3). The selection of the samples was based on (a) the wide
range of silica contents (from basaltic to rhyolitic ash), (b) their origin from explosive (volcanic explosivity
index ≤5) eruptions with a high content of fine ash particles (particle diameter, d < 63 μm), and (c) the fact
that the selected eruptions had a large impact on the society (impact on infrastructures and aviation).
Furthermore, the samples represent proximal-medial to distal fallout samples as well as one sample from a
pyroclastic density current (PDC). Material from most of the samples was used in various studies before
(see references in Table 1), but no study has made a comprehensive analysis of particle microphysical,
chemical, and optical characteristics for the complete silica content range. Table 1 presents an overview of
the different ash types, their chemical classification, and details about sample location and distance from
the volcano sorted according to geographic location from North America to the western Pacific region.

Figure 3. Geographical locations where volcanic ash samples of this study were collected. All ash samples represent
proximal-medial to distal fallout and originate from volcanoes in North America (Mount Spurr 1992, Redoubt 1989, and
Mount St. Helens 1980), South America (Chaitén 2008), the Caribbean Islands (Soufrière Hills 2010), Iceland (Grímsvötn 2011
and Eyjafjajökull 2010), and from the western Pacific region (Mount Kelud 2014 and Mount Sakurajima 2013).
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The Mount Spurr (SPU) ash sample from the 1992 eruption was collected ~250 km east of the eruption loca-
tion by the United States Geological Survey (USGS) Alaska Volcano Observatory. The eruption plume reached,
at a peak altitude, the stratosphere and traveled eastward with the prevailing winds [Schneider et al., 1995],
where the fine fraction of the deposits was collected under 23 cm of snow on Barry Glacier (23.2 g in
0.0625 m2) shortly after deposition [McGimsey et al., 2001; Rose et al., 2001; Durant and Rose, 2009]. The
Mount Redoubt (RED) ashfall sample from the 15 December 1989 eruption was collected ~265 km NE of
the volcano by the USGS in March 1990. The sample was taken from the lower tephra layer embedded in
a 1.5 to 2 m thick snow cover at Dateli Lake [Bayhurst et al., 1994; Schneider and Rose, 1994]. It is possible that
a commercial aircraft that had a failure on all four engines due to volcanic ash ingestion [Casadevall, 1994]
passed through the same cloud on the date of the Mount Redoubt eruption. The Mount St. Helens (MSH) ash-
fall sample from the 18 May 1980 pyroclastic density current (PDC) was taken from the Pumice Plain ~6 km
north of the 1980 crater. The sample was collected in August 1981 from a cliff exposure where the unit could
be clearly identified. The fine ash fraction in this sample is mostly coignimbrite ash that was elutriated from
the PDC, rose to tropopause heights by convection, and fell out distally [Adams et al., 1996;Munoz et al., 2004].
The Chaitén (CHA) ashfall sample from the May 2008 eruption was collected ~60 km SE from ashfall deposits
with consistent thicknesses [Alfano et al., 2011] in January 2009. The Soufríere Hills volcano (SOU) ashfall sam-
ple from the February 2010 dome collapse pyroclastic density columnwas collected ~5 kmNE of the eruption
by the Montserrat Volcano Observatory. The eruption plume reached altitudes up to 15 km, where an
umbrella cloud was formed and dispersed by SE winds [Cole et al., 2015]. The Eyjafjallajökull (EYJ) ashfall sam-
ple from the 2010 eruption was collected ~35 km SW of the volcano by the Institute for Earth Sciences of the
University of Iceland. The sample was taken after the first phase of the eruption in April 2010 [Gislason et al.,
2011; Gudmundsson et al., 2012]. The Grímsvötn (GRI) sample from the 2011 eruption was taken ~80 km SW of
the volcano (near Skógar) by the Düsseldorf University of Applied Sciences. In this case, the sample was col-
lected on a car surface in an open barn. The Kelud (KEL) sample from the 2014 eruption was sampled at
~215 km distance from the volcano by the Indonesia Centre for Volcanology and Geological Hazard
Mitigation. The eruption plume rose up to the stratosphere and dispersed particles over long distances.
The ashfall sample was collected from the ground in April 2014, approximately 6 weeks after the eruption
in Yogyakarta. Finally, the Mount Sakurajima (SAK) ash sample is associated with a Vulcanian explosive erup-
tion event on 3 August 2013. It was collected at ~10 km distance directly after the eruption event. The ash-
rich eruption plume reached 2.3 km [Bagheri et al., 2016].

2.2. Sample Preparation

For the different analytical approaches in this study, we separated the samples into two different subgroups:
(1) loose powder samples and (2) embedded particles in a host matrix. The sample groups are illustrated in
Figure 4. For simplification, the two subgroups will be mentioned in the text as powder samples and pellet
samples. Powder samples were used for the measurements of particle size and complex morphology (form

Table 1. Overview of Volcanic Ash Samples Included in This Study Including Sample ID, Classification Into the Main Igneous Rock Types, Volcanic Explosively Index
(VEI), and Information About Eruption Date, Sample Location, and Distance From the Volcano

Sample
ID Volcano Eruption Date VEI

Sample Location
Distance from
Volcano [km] ReferencesLat. Lon.

GRI Grimsvötn, Iceland May 2011 4 63.78°N 18.09°W 80 –
KEL Mount Kelud, Indonesia February 2014 4 07.93°S 112.31°E 215 –
EYJ Eyjafjallajökull, Iceland April–June 2010 4 63.63°N 19.62°W 35 Gislason et al. [2011],

Gudmundsson et al. [2012]
SPU Mount Spurr, United States September 1992 4 61.74°N 47.60°W 250 McGimsey et al. [2001], Rose et al.

[2001], Rose and Durant [2009]
SAK Mount Sakurajima, Japan August 2013 – 31.59°N 130.67°E 10 Bagheri et al. [2016]
MSH Mount St. Helens, United States May 1980 5 46.25°N 122.18 6 Adams et al. [1996], Rose and

Durant [2009]
SOU Soufriere Hills, United Kingdom February 2010 – 16.72°N 62.18°W 5 Cole et al. [2015]
RED Mount Redoubt, United States December 1989 3 62.54°N 150.24°W 265 Bayhurst et al. [1994], Schneider

and Rose [1994]
CHA Chaitén, Chile May 2008 4 43.33°S 72.47°W 60 Alfano et al. [2011]
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and shape parameters), mass density, and the chemical composition of the particle surfaces. The particles
were used without any additional treatment apart from a moderate sample drying (at 60°C) prior to each
measurement. Pellet samples were used for the characterization of the bulk chemical composition and for
the measurements of the optical properties. The pellets were prepared by embedding defined volume
fractions (f) of ash particles in a clear polymeric host matrix (Struers Clarofast, hot mounting resin). We
selected a resin that is transparent in the relevant wavelength range (λ = 300–1500 nm) and sufficiently
conductive, stable under an electron beam and suitable for mechanical grinding and polishing. The
mixture composed of ash and resin was subsequently pressed into a pellet using a hot embedding press
(Struers LaboPress-3) under constant pressure (15 kN) and heating conditions (180°C). This approach
ensures a porosity-free and compact embedded material for further analysis. The resulting pellet was then
cut, grinded, and polished in several steps (final step was polishing with 2 μm diamond particle
suspension) to produce a flat sample surface. After this process the samples were cleaned and dried in hot
air. The final thickness t of these samples was t = 2–3 mm with a volume fraction of embedded volcanic
ash particles between f = 0.01 and 0.05. Important to note is that this preparation procedure produced
cross sections of the embedded particles near the pellet surface; therefore, the same samples were used
for measuring both the bulk chemical composition and optical properties discussed in sections 3 and 4.

2.3. Chemical Characterization

The chemical characterization of VA provides key data for most of the measured and derived parameters in
this study. The different ash samples were grouped, following a classification based on the total alkali (Na2O
and K2O) and silica (SiO2) content (so-called TAS classification) [Le Bas and Streckeisen, 1991], into the main
igneous rock types basalt, basaltic-andesite, andesite, dacite, and rhyolite. In addition to the chemical com-
position of the bulk material, we also analyzed the chemical composition of the particle surface.
2.3.1. Bulk Material
For the measurement of the chemical composition of the bulk material, the embedded particles in the pellet
sample were analyzed using field-emission gun scanning electron microscopy (FEG-SEM) with an integrated
energy dispersive spectrometer (EDS). The FEG-SEMmeasurements were performed on a Nova NanoSEM650
microscope and the EDS analysis on an X-Max50 spectrometer. The samples were analyzed in high-vacuum
mode and with a 20 kV accelerating voltage. A backscatter detector was used at a working distance of
8.1 mm. The SEM field of view was set to 300 μm × 300 μm to capture the microstructure and shape of
embedded particles of sizes 1–100 μm. The sample elemental composition was recorded with an EDS
micrometer-sized beam allowing determination of an average composition of the total cross-section area
of the embedded particles. This approach gives representative results of all elements over the entire sample
area and minimize measurement uncertainties. For each volcanic ash sample, the elemental compositions of
several hundreds of particle cross sections (produced by the embedding and polishing process) were mea-
sured and processed. Major elements present in the composition of volcanic ash particles are Si, Al, Fe, Mg,
Ca, Na, K, Ti, Mn, and O in varying concentrations. The elemental data of each component were first converted
into weight percent of the corresponding oxides (oxide wt %) and subsequently averaged using a Gaussian

Figure 4. Overview about the two different sample subgroups. The top and middle rows show the 1 vol % and 5 vol % pel-
let samples, respectively, of the nine ash types.
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filter function (2-sigma ranges). The reported data do not account for the presence of water and are
normalized (processing option: oxygen by stoichiometry).
2.3.2. Particle Surface
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was used to measure the elemental composition and chemical state
of the particle surfaces down to an average depth of 2–10 nm. The XPS analysis was carried out using a Kratos
Axis UltraDLD spectrometer with a monochromatic Al Kα X-ray source (hv = 1486.7 eV). The spectra were
acquired at a zero angle of emission using the hybrid analyzer mode (i.e., using both the electrostatic and
magnetic lenses) at pass energies of 160 eV and 20 eV for the survey and high-resolution scans, respectively.
The samples were placed in Cu-based stubs, and charge compensation was achieved by using a flood gun
producing coaxial low-energy electrons, which resided on the sample surface providing charge neutraliza-
tion. During the XPS analysis, the vacuum of the standard analysis chamber was set to 8 × 10�10 hPa. The
measured spectra were energy corrected using the C1s peak for adventitious carbon (285 eV). For peak fitting
we used linear and Shirley background types and for the quantification high-resolution peaks and Wagner
sensitivity factors. The area of analysis was 700 μm × 300 μm and included several thousand particles. The
averaged elemental composition were converted, like the EDs data, into weight percent of the corresponding
oxides (oxide wt %).
2.3.3. Glass Contents
The measurements of glass and crystalline component phases within the selected ash samples were per-
formed on a Leica Reichert Polyvar2 optical microscope equipped with light polarization and image capture
software (Leica IM 500). The powder samples were mounted on a microscope glass sample holder using
Crystalbond 509. We employed three modes of operation: (1) transmitted light (TL) bright-field (BF) illumina-
tion, (2) TL cross-polarized (PL) illumination at two different angles at 0° and 45° (two images) using polarized
light, and (3) TL interference contrast (IC) illumination [McCrone et al., 1978].

Figure 5 shows an overview of images of the three modes for the example sample GRI. The TL-IC image
(Figure 15b) was used to determine the total pixel area of the particles, after removing the background by
an image processing procedure, whereas the TL-PL images were used to determine the total pixel area of
component phases within the samples. It was then possible to calculate the total glass (amorphous)

Figure 5. Optical microscope images of ash from the 2011 Grímsvötn eruption (sample GRI). (a) TL-BF: bright-field image,
(b) TL-IC: interference contrast image, (c) TL-PL: cross-polarized image at 0°, and (d) TL-PL: cross-polarized image at 45°.
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fraction by analyzing these two areas. TL-BF images were used to correct for the presence of opaque particles,
where no discrimination between the glass and crystal phases was possible.

2.4. Microphysical Characterization
2.4.1. Image Analysis of Particle Size and Morphology
For the measurement of particle size and morphometric characterization, we used an automated static par-
ticle imaging (ASPI) instrument (Malvern Instrument Morphologi G3). The ASPI is an optical analyzer for the
characterization of the particle morphology on a two-dimensional projection area. A full description of the
instrument and all relevant features can be found in Leibrandt and Le Pennec [2015] and Liu et al. [2015].
The ASPI instrument is a state-of-the-art instrument, which provides reliable and reproducible particle infor-
mation for a statistically significant number of particles with a low relative standard deviation on average
values (<0.2%) [Leibrandt and Le Pennec, 2015]. Therefore, the data acquired with this instrument can be used
for a parameterization of different shape descriptions in particle transport and dispersion as well as climate
models (Figure 1).

For the instrumental setup, we used the standard operation procedure described by Leibrandt and Le Pennec
[2015] for two different microscope objective lenses. A 20Xmagnification objective lens was used for the par-
ticle sizes between 1.8 and 100 μm and a 5X magnification objective lens for the size range of 6.5–420 μm.
The use of the 20X magnification objective was important as the 5X objective has a poorer resolution below
63 μm particles [Leibrandt and Le Pennec, 2015]. The particle sample area was set to 314.16 mm2 for the 20X
objective and 1256.64 mm2 for the 5X objective to capture a high number of particles. The difference
between the two sample areas guaranteed the characterization of a statistically adequate number of the less
abundant larger particles. The total number of individual particles measured for each ash sample was
between 106 and 107 based on an initial sample volume of 7 mm3, providing high statistical significance.
The light source was set to be diascopic, which means that the light shone from below the carrier unit to pro-
duce a sharp contrast between the dark ash particles and the light illuminated background. Due to the very
narrow depth of field of the individual objective lenses, we used a two layer Z-stacking option. Z stacking is a
function that takes several images, each at different heights Z, before these pictures are overlaid to form a
single composite picture. This option ensures accurate focusing and a quasi-three-dimensional representa-
tion of the particle projection area.

The particle area is defined as the sum of individual pixels (ap) (A= ∑ ap) within the borders of the detected
area that is set by the threshold settings of the different objective lenses. The border represents also the par-

ticle perimeter (P) that is calculated using the Cauchy-Crofton equation (P ¼ π
N

∑πaIαdL), from the number of

intercepts (I), formed by a series of parallel lines, with spacing dL, exploring N directions, from α to π.
Within this detected area, the distances (longest, intermediate, and shortest) of each particle axis can be
directly measured. The particle length is defined as the maximum distance between two points on the peri-
meter parallel to the major axis, which is the angle of the major axis from a horizontal line. The particle width
is defined as the maximum distance parallel to the minor axis, which passes through the center of mass at
right angles to the major axis. The intermediate particle length is defined as the maximum distance between
points on the particle axis with 45° inclination to the major axes. Illustrations of the particle area, the different
distances, and the particle perimeter that are essential for further particle size, form and shape descriptions,
are illustrated in Figure 6.

For the description of the particle size, we used the circle equivalent particle diameter (d2-D), also known as
the Heywood diameter, that relates the measured two-dimensional particle area to a particle size by the
assumption that the measured particle has the same two-dimensional projected area as a circle

d2D ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4A=π

p
: (2)

To describe particle form and shape, we chose three different nonsphericity parameters: the aspect ratio (AR),
the Cox circularity (ϕ), and theWilson shape parameter (WSP) introduced byWilson and Huang [1979]. The AR
is defined as the ratio between the longest distances of each major axis of the projected particle area

AR ¼ dl axis1

dl axis2
(3)
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and is a classical description of the
particle elongation. The AR, for
example, is employed in radiative
transfer models when nonspheri-
city of the ash particles is consid-
ered [Kylling et al., 2014] or as one
of the shape descriptors for esti-
mating drag coefficients of non-
spherical particles [Bagheri and
Bonadonna, 2016b]. The true
particle sphericity is a three-
dimensional characteristics of par-
ticle shape, which is defined as
the ratio of surface area of a sphere
with the same volume as the parti-
cle to the surface area of the parti-
cle [Wadell, 1932]. For irregular
particles, however, the surface area
is not an absolute value and

depends on the scales at which the measurements are carried out [Bagheri et al., 2015]. Bagheri et al.
[2015] showed that a two-dimensional surrogate for the true sphericity of VA and lapilli-size particles (mea-
sured with resolutions of 1–100 μm) are the circularity measures. Here we measured the Cox circularity (φ)
[Cox, 1927] that is found to have a high correlation with sphericity of VA with vesicular surfaces (opening dia-
meter of the vesicles on the surface is 5–40% of particle diameter, see Bagheri et al. [2015] for more details).
Parameterϕ is defined as the ratio of the circle equivalent particle two-dimensional projected area to the sur-
face area represented by the square of the particle perimeter

ϕ ¼ 4πA
P2

: (4)

The last parameter is the Wilson shape parameter (WSP) [Wilson and Huang, 1979]. The WSP is defined as the
ratio of the sum of the intermediate (dl_axis3) and shortest (dl_axis2) distance to the longest (dl_axis1) axis

WSP ¼ dl axis3 þ dl axis2

2 dl axis1
; (5)

and is often used in radiative transfer models. All described shape parameters are normalized and range from
0 to 1, where 1 corresponds to a perfectly spherical particle. For a validation of the measured size and shape
parameter by the ASPI instrument, we used a second instrument (CamsizerXT). This instrument, a dynamic
image analyzer (DIA), uses the same physical approach, but in a wet dispersion module configuration, where
the particles are suspended in water and circulated through the measurement chamber (two cameras setup)
[Retsch Technology GmbH, 2016]. The use of a second instrument allowed us to identify and eliminate poten-
tial instrumental biases.
2.4.2. Dense-Rock Equivalent Mass Density
We used two different approaches to determine the mass density: (1) direct measurements of the dense-rock
equivalent (DRE) mass density of the particle skeleton using Archimedean densitometry and (2) theoretical
mass density calculations based on mass fractions for the major oxides as obtained from the compositional
analysis and crystalline volume data from Lange and Carmichael [1987]. The mass density measurements
were done using a pycnometer (also called specific gravity bottle), which involved weighing the ash sample
in air (ms) and in another fluid (ml) (here water at constant and known temperature) with a well known den-
sity (ρl). The measured mass density is derived from the following equation

ρm ¼ ms

Vc � ml=ρlð Þ ; (6)

Figure 6. Illustration of the measured size and shape parameters by the ASPI
and the DIA instruments. The dashed lines indicate the main particle axis in
each direction.
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using the mass of the particle sample (ms) and the difference between the total volume of the cylinder (Vc)
and the water volume (Vl= (ml/ρl)). Every ash sample was analyzed several times (including measurements
at different water temperatures) to ensure reproducible and reliable results. This approach is accurate, ela-
borative, and well known for measuring the mass density of solid materials over a large range of particle sizes
(fine ash fraction) [e.g., Pistolesi et al., 2014].

The second method to determine the mass density of the samples is to relate the chemical composition of
the bulk ash material directly to its mass density. This approach allows a consistency check of the measured
mass density values and can be used to calculate the mass density when no densitometry measurements are
possible or only chemical compositional data are available. For the theoretical mass density

ρt ¼
∑ni¼1Mi Xi

∑ni¼1Vi Xi
(7)

we used EDS data and the component specific volume, where the sum of the partial molar mass of each com-
ponent (Mi) and the component mole fractions (Xi) is divided by sum of the partial volume of each oxide com-
ponent (Vi ) and the component mole fractions (n being the total number of major components within the
sample). The partial volumes of each oxide component are based on solid particles and were taken from
Lange and Carmichael [1987].

2.5. Optical Characterization

The complex refractive index (RI) is a complex number and a quantitative measure of the reflectance, trans-
mittance and absorption properties of a substance. Reliable information about the RI is important to relate
optical measurement signals to particle information such as size (effective radius), size distribution, and ulti-
mately the ash mass concentration. It is also needed in radiative transfer models for a quantification of the
impact of volcanic ash on the Earth’s radiative budget. The RI (N) is a function of the light wavelength (λ)
and the chemical composition of the sample (see equation (1)).

The amount of direct and diffused refraction and attenuation of incident light by the different samples was
measured using a commercial double-beam UV/Vis/NIR spectrophotometer (Perkin Elmer Lambda 950)
equipped with a white Ulbricht integrating sphere. The integrating sphere was Spectralon covered to accom-
plish the diffuse signal detection. The instrument was equipped with sample thickness compensating detec-
tor optics and had ameasurement range of λ = 250–2500 nm. The analysis spot on the sample surface was set
to 10 mm × 5 mm, which allowed representative surface integration of the signal. The instrument has two
light sources: a deuterium lamp for the UV range (up to 400 nm) and a tungsten lamp for the rest of the spec-
trum (Vis/NIR). The slit widths were set for 2 nm spectral resolution.

Measurements of light through fine-grained particles embedded in a host material (pellet sample) is a direct
method that enabled us to determine kλ in a wide spectral range. Reliable transmission measurements for our
samples could be made in the wavelength range between λ = 300 and 1500 nm due to presence of specific
absorption bands of the used resin for λ > 1500 nm. The volume averaged imaginary part of the refractive
index (kλ) of the ash samples can be calculated using Beer’s law

I λð Þ ¼ I0 λð Þe�αabs λð Þt t; (8)

where I0(λ), I(λ), αabs(λ), and t are the intensity measured in absence of the sample, the measured intensity of
the sample (ash samples in host material), the volume absorption coefficient, and the sample thickness
respectively. The volume absorption coefficient

a λð Þ ¼
4πkeff λð Þ

λ
; (9)
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is related to λ and the effective extinction coefficient part (keff(λ)) of the complex refractive index. By combin-
ing equations (8) and (9), we can calculate keff(λ) for the pellet sample (ash samples in host material):

keff λð Þ ¼ λ
4πt

� ln
I λð Þ
I0 λð Þ

� �� �
; (10)

As a final step, the material specific extinction coefficient (kash λð Þ) for the pure ash sample can be calculated by

dividing keff(λ) by the volume fraction of the embedded ash in the host material (f = VT/Vash)

kash λð Þ ¼
keff λð Þ
f

: (11)

The transmittance measurements were conducted for two different volume fractions (f = 0.01 and 0.05) to
avoid potential biases due to the particle amount in the pellet sample. The volume fractions were calculated
using the measured mass density values of the samples and the weighed ash particle mass. Results for the
two volume fractions were subsequently averaged and the deviation taken as a measure of the uncertainty
of the imaginary part determination. To remove the host material contribution at specific wavelengths, we
applied a second-order polynomial.

To obtain nλ, we used a model that is a combination of Sellmeier dispersion equations [Weber, 2003] in com-
bination with a theoretical calculation of the refractive index from chemical composition data as described by
Church and Johnson [1980]. This approximate approach has been caused by the fact that the total integrated
reflection values of our samples embedded in the host matrix (pellet samples), also measured by the spectro-
photometer, resulted in much higher reflectance values (30–40%) than conceivable considering the chemical
and morphological nature of the powders. Potential reasons for such high reflectance are not entirely inves-
tigated, but part of ongoing research. Simultaneous elaboration of reflectance and transmittance data will
bring most reliable empirical data on the RI of the ashes.

The model is based on dispersion curves for known chemical compositions and theoretical calculations of
the refractive index. The Sellmeier equation is a semiempirical relationship between refractive index and
wavelength for a transparent to slightly absorbing medium (in condition k ≪ n). The form of the
Sellmeier equation is

n2λ ¼ 1þ ∑
Biλ2

λ2 � Ci

� �
; (12)

where the n is a function of the light wavelength (λ) and two empirically determined Sellmeier coefficients B
and C. These dimensionless coefficients are material specific and represent an absorption of strength Bi at a
wavelength

ffiffiffiffi
Ci

p
. We applied the Sellmeier equation to all oxide components found in the ash particles multi-

plied by the weight fractions (wi) of the major oxides, derived from the EDS bulk-compositional data, to
obtain an averaged dispersion function. This calculation gives the weighted dispersion of the scattering part
as a function of wavelength in the range between 300 and 1500 nm. To derive the material specific nm, the
calculated dispersion curve was fitted using single point values for a defined chemical composition and a sin-
gle wavelength (in the visible range). The single point calculation

nm � 1ð Þ ¼ ∑nmi¼1xiwi (13)

is based on an arc-function, a quantitative relationship between the chemical composition of the sample and
refractive index of individual components, where wi is multiplied by empirically derived refractivity material
specific constants (xi) for major component oxides. The individual constants are obtained by the Becke line
method of pure components and are taken from Church and Johnson [1980].
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3. Results
3.1. Chemical Composition

Table 2 shows the averaged chemical composition in oxide weight percent for all nine volcanic ash samples.
The VA samples show characteristic compositions over a large SiO2 and total alkali (TA) content range (51.7 to
77.1 wt % and 2.67 to 7.31 wt %, respectively). The mafic basaltic (GRI) and the felsic rhyolitic (CHA) ash sam-
ples show only small variations in composition, represented by their standard deviation, both in TA (±0.43%
and ±0.64%) and in SiO2 (±0.73% and ±1.19%) content, whereas the basaltic-andesitic to dacitic (intermedi-
ate volcanic rock range) samples show greater compositional variations and span over more than one rock
type group (Figure 7). However, all samples could be classified into one defined igneous rock group as indi-
cated by the colors in Figure 7. For further analysis (mass density and optical properties), we averaged the
samples SPU, SAK, and EYJ for the andesitic ash type and MSH, SOU, and RED for the dacitic ash type. In none
of the samples we found a size dependent chemical composition variation (largest analyzed particle size was
100 μm), but some individual particles showed very different SiO2 content (<5% of all particles) due to the
glassy phase fraction within the samples.

Figure 8 shows the variation of the different oxides in the bulk composition with varying SiO2 contents. FeO is
decreasing with increasing SiO2 in accordance with the expected variations of Fe contents in the magmas. Fe
contents tend to decrease with increasing SiO2, from 7–8 wt % in basaltic magmas to ~2 wt % in rhyolitic
magmas [Le Maitre, 1976; Rogers and Hawkesworth, 2000]. CaO and MgO follow the same trend as FeO (r2

values between 0.5 and 0.85), which indicates that FeO, CaO, and MgO exist mostly in the silicate phase
where Fe2+, Ca2+, and Mg2+ occupy interstitial sites between the silicate tetrahedral [Mysen and Richet,
2005]. The alkali oxides K2O and Na2O increase with increasing SiO2 indicative of their participation in the
SiO2 glassy phase (Figures 9 and 10). Al2O3 present in alumino-silicates should increase with SiO2 if SiO2

was exclusively associated with alumino-silicates. However, the crystalline SiO2 content also increases with
increasing SiO2 wt % in andesitic, dacitic, and rhyolitic compositions. The presence of Al2O3 in the same
phase with SiO2, but also as an independent phase, may explain why Al2O3 does not show a clear trend (ratios
between 0.24 and 0.31, except for CHA sample due to very high SiO2 content). TiO2 shows the same trend as

Table 2. Normalized Averaged Bulk-Chemical Composition of Ash Samples in wt % Measured by EDS, Including Composed Alkali Oxides and Calculated Ratios
Between Individual Elements and the Predominate SiO2 Content

a

GRI KEL SAK EYJ SPU RED SOU MSH CHA

Major oxides (μ ± σ)
SiO2 51.7 ± 0.7 56.1 ± 7.6 60.0 ± 7.7 61.2 ± 3.8 61.7 ± 3.4 69.4 ± 8.7 68.4 ± 9.3 68.6 ± 7.1 77.1 ± 1.2
Al2O3 13.6 ± 0.6 19.2 ± 12.2 18.3 ± 10.6 14.7 ± 4.0 19.0 ± 4.7 16.9 ± 6.4 15.9 ± 7.4 17.1 ± 4.5 13.1 ± 0.8
FeO 13.3 ± 0.7 4.89 ± 5.5 5.70 ± 7.6 8.25 ± 3.6 4.54 ± 2.5 2.12 ± 3.1 2.83 ± 4.8 2.67 ± 5.6 1.12 ± 0.4
MgO 5.83 ± 0.5 5.33 ± 8.1 4.10 ± 7.4 2.13 ± 2.3 2.04 ± 2.7 1.29 ± 4.8 2.71 ± 6.5 0.82 ± 3.2 0.00 ± 0.0
Cao 9.54 ± 0.4 11.6 ± 6.3 7.41 ± 4.9 4.92 ± 2.4 6.48 ± 2.4 4.08 ± 3.7 4.61 ± 3.2 3.58 ± 2.7 1.27 ± 0.3
Na2O 3.01 ± 0.4 2.26 ± 1.6 3.27 ± 2.0 5.26 ± 2.1 4.45 ± 1.0 4.39 ± 1.2 4.10 ± 1.6 5.30 ± 1.6 4.38 ± 0.5
K2O 0.15 ± 0.3 0.41 ± 0.9 0.76 ± 1.1 1.66 ± 0.9 1.29 ± 1.0 2.11 ± 1.3 1.31 ± 1.2 1.76 ± 1.3 2.94 ± 0.3
TiO2 2.70 ± 0.3 0.18 ± 0.3 0.16 ± 0.5 1.75 ± 2.5 0.42 ± 0.8 0.05 ± 0.2 0.02 ± 0.1 0.17 ± 1.1 0.04 ± 0.3
MnO 0.00 ± 0.0 0.14 ± 0.3 0.07 ± 0.2 0.00 ± 0.0 0.00 ± 0.0 0.04 ± 0.2 0.03 ± 0.2 0.00 ± 0.0 0.00 ± 0.0
Total 99.8 100 99.7 99.8 100 100 99.9 100 100

Alkali (Na2O
+ K2O) 3.16 ± 0.6 2.67 ± 2.2 4.04 ± 2.4 6.92 ± 2.6 5.74 ± 1.3 6.50 ± 1.8 541 ± 2.0 7.06 ± 2.2 7.31 ± 0.6

Ratios
Al2O3/SiO2 0.26 0.34 0.30 0.24 0.31 0.24 0.23 0.25 0.17
FeO/SiO2 0.26 0.09 0.09 0.13 0.07 0.03 0.04 0.04 0.01
MgO/SiO2 0.11 0.10 0.07 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.04 0.01 0.00
Cao/SiO2 0.18 0.21 0.12 0.08 0.10 0.06 0.07 0.05 0.02
Na2O/SiO2 0.06 0.04 0.05 0.09 0.07 0.06 0.06 0.08 0.06
K2O/SiO2 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.03 0.02 0.03 0.02 0.03 0.04
TiO2/SiO2 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
MnO/SiO2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Alkali/SiO2 0.06 0.05 0.07 0.11 0.09 0.09 0.08 0.10 0.09

Componentry (% ± σ)
Glass phase 50.9

±1.8
50.7

±3.1
60.6

±2.3
54.2

±8.0
57.6

±6.5
69.5

±7.1
65.3

±2.4
69.5

±3.0
72.0

±1.7
Crystalline phase 49.1 49.3 39.4 45.8 42.4 30.5 34.7 30.5 28.0
Ash type Basalt Basalt-andesite Andesite Trachy-andesite Andesite Dacite Dacite Dacite Rhyolite

aThe samples were ordered according to their SiO2 and total alkali contents into the main igneous rock classes indicated in the table.
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FeO, as TiO2 has a stronger presence in lower silicate magma compositions. The calculated ratios between the
individual components and SiO2 are also summarized in Table 2. The measured chemical compositions of the
ash samples correspond well with values reported in the literature (see references in Table 1).

3.2. Glass Contents

The correlation between the measured SiO2 contents (bulk SiO2 from EDS measurements) and the analyzed
glass contents (analyzed light microscopy images) is shown in Figure 10. The colors represent the igneous
rock types following Figure 6. We found that the mean glass contents of the ash samples ranged between
50% (2-D cross-sectional area analysis) glass content for the basalt/basaltic-andesite samples (GRI and KEL)

Figure 7. Classification of ash samples following their mean total alkali and silica (TAS) contents based on energy dispersive
spectroscopy (EDS) data into themain igneous rock types. The colors in the plot represent themain igneous rock groups for
basaltic (dark blue), basaltic-andesitic (blue), andesitic (green), dacitic (orange), and rhyolitic (red) ash types, that are used
for the presentation of the complex refractive index data in section 3.2.

Figure 8. Correlation of the main chemical components with the silica content for the bulk-composition. These are
(a) Al2O3/SiO2 ratio, (b) FeO/SiO2 ratio, (c) CaO/SiO2 ratio, (d) MgO/SiO2 ratio, (e) Na2O/SiO2 ratio, (f) K2O/SiO2 ratio,
and (f) TiO2/SiO2 ratio. The blue lines indicate the resulting regression functions between each component.
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and 72% glass content for the rhyolitic sample (CHA). However, the variation within each sample represented
by the error bars indicates that individual particles can have smaller or higher values. Furthermore, we found
that within individual compositional classification types the glass contents can vary up to 20% (Table 1).

3.3. Particle Size Distribution

The box-whisker plots of the particle number distributions of the ash samples are shown in Figure 11. The
mean and median particle sizes, indicated by the red line and diamonds, respectively, vary from sample to
sample (depending on distance between the eruption and sample location, eruption style, and meteorologi-
cal conditions), but all ash samples show a comparable number distribution with a median size between
2.4 μm for GRI and 11 μm for KEL. The minimum detected particle diameter of each sample is 1.5 μm, due
to the lower particle size threshold of the instrumental setting, whereas the maximum particle diameters
are greater than 100 μm. The maximum particle sizes vary between 120 μm for SPU and 280 μm for SAK
but represent less than 1% of the total number distribution indicated by the blue crosses.

Additional sensitivity tests with a 50X
objective lens indicate that the mini-
mum particle size in each sample is
smaller (<1 μm), but the mean and
median size of the particle size distri-
bution changed only marginally. The
majority of all particles (25–75%
range) in each sample range
between 2 μm for GRI and 20 μm
for KEL (indicated by the boxes) and
are therefore within the particle size
range that is most relevant for atmo-
spheric long-range transport.

3.4. Particle Morphology

Particle morphological parameters
within the measured ash samples dis-
played a wide range of variability,
which decreased as particle size
increased (Figure 13, blue markers).

Figure 9. Correlation of the surface-composition (y axis) and the bulk chemical compositions (x axis). The dashed lines indi-
cate the 1:1 line corresponding to an identical composition of the particle bulk and the particle surface. The different panels
show correlations for (a) SiO2, (b) Al2O3, (c) FeO, (d) CaO, (e) MgO, (f) Na2O, (g) K2O, and (f) TiO2.

Figure 10. Comparison of SiO2 contents (wt %) and glass contents (%) for
the nine ash samples. The colors indicate the igneous rock types according
to the classification in Figure 7. SiO2 data are based on bulk composition
measurements (EDS) and the glass content data on light microscope image
analysis.
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Particle morphology was characterized in coarse (d2-D = 63–100 μm) and fine (d2-D < 63 μm) fractions for
each ash sample (Figure 12). For a consistency check, we also evaluated the differences between the
<20 μm size range (very fine ash fraction) and the fraction between 20 and 63 μm. As we found no
significant differences between these two size fractions, we report values only for the fine and coarse
ash fractions.

Figure 12 shows the three shape parameters for all samples separated into the fine and coarse ash fractions
measured by ASPI. One the one hand, the shape parameter mean values are remarkably consistent between
the nine different ash samples, with only 2.35–6.25% variation for the fine fraction and 5.32–13.2% variation
for the coarse ash fraction.

On the other hand, the variability of particle shapes within each ash sample, indicated by the standard devia-
tion, is much higher (up to 20%) as the shapes for individual particles can range from spherical to highly non-
spherical (see blue dots in Figure 13). The aspect ratio and the Wilson shape parameter, which both describe
the particle elongation [Bagheri et al., 2015], indicate very small differences between the fine and the coarse
mode particles, whereas the Cox circularity is larger for smaller particles.

In addition to the comparison of the averaged shape parameters for the coarse and fine fraction of the ash
samples, we also analyzed the shape directly as a function of particle size in the size range <100 μm
(Figure 14). Since there were relatively small differences in the shape parameters between the different
ash samples, we only show the size-dependent shape parameter for all samples together. Therefore, each line

Figure 11. The box-whisker plot of the particle number distribution of each sample measured by ASPI. The red solid line
indicates the particle median diameter, the diamond marker the mean diameter, the boxes the particle fraction within
the 25–75% quartiles of the median, the dashed lines the 5–95% quantiles, and the red crosses the minimum and maxi-
mum detected circle equivalent particle diameters (d2-D).

Figure 12. (a) Aspect ratio, (b) particle Cox circularity, and the (c) Wilson shape parameter measured by ASPI for the nine different ash samples. The black and gray
lines indicate the coarse (d2-D = 63–100 μm) and the fine ash fraction (d2-D < 63 μm) of the samples.
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represents the averaged shape para-
meter, where the error bars indicate
the variability among the samples.
For presenting the data, we formed
size bins with 5 μm intervals indi-
cated by the markers, where the first
marker indicate the 1.5–5 μm bin,
the second marker the range
between 5–10 μm, 10–15 μm, etc.
Although the fine and coarse ash
fractions of the aspect ratio and the
Wilson shape parameter show almost
no difference, different particle size
classes can have different shapes.
The two shape parameters first
decrease with size, before they
increase again at around 10 μm. The
Wilson shape parameter is thereby
less size sensitive than the aspect

ratio and also shows the smallest variability among all samples as indicated by the error bars. The Cox circu-
larity, however, shows a continuous decrease with increasing particle size over the entire size range.

Noticeable is also that the smallest particles (first few μm), for all shape parameters, show higher values (close
to 1) than the rest of the data. To confirm this result and to exclude instrumental artifacts, we additionally ana-
lyzed samples with a 50X magnification objective lens, designed for the size range of 0.5–40 μm, to see if the
particle shape behavior within this size range is the same as obtained with the 20X magnification objective.
We found no difference and observed that the shape trend continued in the <1 μm range (indicated by the
dashed lines in Figure 14).

Figure 13. Correlation between the ASPI and the DIA instruments for the cal-
culated aspect ratio of an sample KEL. The blue dots are the single analyzed
particles measured by the ASPI, and the red line is the corresponding aver-
aged aspect ratio. The yellow line indicates the mean aspect ratio measured
by DIA over the same size range.

Figure 14. Shape parameters plotted as a function of the particle diameter (d2-D) in the size range between 0.5 and
100 μm. Shape parameters are averaged over 5 μm size bins using data from all analyzed particle samples. The variation
of the parameter values is indicated by the standard deviation.
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As a general validation of the measured size and shape parameters obtained by ASPI and to eliminate poten-
tial measurement artifacts, we repeated the analysis with a second instrument (DIA) that measured the same
parameters. Figure 13 shows, as an example, the correlation between the ASPI and the DIA instruments for
the calculated aspect ratio for the sample KEL. The blue dots indicate single analyzed particles measured
by the ASPI. The red line illustrates the corresponding averaged aspect ratios resulting from the average of
the single point measurements. The yellow line indicates the aspect ratio over the same size range measured
by DIA. The correlation of the two data sets shows a good agreement between the two instruments and thus
confirms the measured shape trends by the ASPI. Moreover, the measurements by the DIA also confirm the
increase of the shape parameter in the size range between 0.5 and 5 μm (first marker).

3.5. Mass Density

Figure 15a shows the correlation of the DRE density measured by Archimedean densitometry and the SiO2

content obtained by EDS. We used the SiO2 content, as a predominant and representative component in

Figure 15. (a) Measured mass density versus SiO2 content as a predominant fraction of the overall bulk-chemical composi-
tion measured by EDS and (b) measured mass density versus mass density derived from the measured chemical compo-
sition. The solid lines show the regression functions between the values, whereas the dashed line in (b) represents the 1:1
line. The shaded area in Figure 15a indicates the 1-sigma range of the correlation between the measured mass density and
the SiO2 content.
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each sample with more than 50 wt %, to correlate the measured density with the chemical composition. The
resulting regression function (y = �0.0189 + 3.8988) and the 1-sigma ranges, indicated by the blue line and
the blue shaded area in Figure 15a, respectively, illustrate that the DRE density decreases with increasing SiO2

content (r2 = 0.94). The scatter of the data results from uncertainties of both the measured density, the
vesicularity, and of the measured composition. The resulting measurement uncertainty range is between
10.3 and 19.34% for KEL and RED, respectively.

For a consistency check of the measured mass density data, we also calculated the density based on the
major oxides weight fractions as obtained from the compositional analysis (EDS). The correlation in
Figure 15b shows that both approaches give similar results with values around the 1:1 line and a high corre-
lation coefficient (r2 = 0.93; the black solid line represents the resulting linear regression, y= 1.1903x� 0.4556).
However, all values lie within the uncertainties of the measurements that originate mainly from the small
variability of chemical composition and vesicularity within the ash samples.

According to the igneous rock classification, we calculated average density values based on the regression
function obtained by the correlation of the SiO2 content and the measured mass density. Hence, the density
including their standard deviation (μ ± σ in g/cm3) for basaltic, basaltic-andesitic, andesitic, dacitic, and rhyo-
litic ashes are ρ = 2.98 ± 0.04, 2.87 ± 0.03, 2.77 ± 0.03, 2.65 ± 0.03, and 2.49 ± 0.06 g/cm3, respectively (Table 5).

3.6. Complex Refractive Index

We obtained complex refractive index data in the wavelength range between λ = 300 and 1500 nm. We used
the combination of a theoretical arc function method and Sellmeier dispersion equations to derive the scat-
tering properties in a chemical and theoretical description as shown in Figure 16a. Values for the standard

Figure 16. Overview about (a) the real part, calculatedwith the theoretical arc fusionmethod [Church and Johnson, 1980] in
combination with Sellmeier dispersion formulas for the measured chemical compositions, and (b) the imaginary part based
on direct spectrophotometer measurements of the complex refractive index sorted into the different igneous rock
groups for basaltic (dark blue), basaltic-andesitic (blue), andesitic (green), dacitic (orange), and rhyolitic (red) ash types.
Note that the calculated and measured values are plotted at high spectral resolution, but for a better orientation the
standard deviation of each sample group is plotted only at 100 nm intervals (circles).
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deviation of the data were calculated using the reported uncertainties (±0.007) of the single-point refractive
index calculation. Since these data are based on theoretical calculations, the distribution over the wavelength
range of these data are very similar. However, the data show that the nλ are highest in the UV range and
decrease with wavelength.

For a systematic representation of these data, we used the chemical composition of our samples, obtained by
EDS, to group the nine different samples according to their SiO2 and total alkali contents into the five main
igneous rock groups. The data illustrate the strong dependence of the scattering part on the chemical com-
position of the samples. The lowest scattering values were found for the highest SiO2 content ash type (rhyo-
litic ash) with values between nλ = 1.38 for 1500 nm and nλ = 1.53 for 300 nm wavelengths, whereas the
highest values were found for the lowest SiO2 content (basaltic ash) with values between nλ = 1.50 for
1500 nm and nλ = 1.66 for 300 nm. The other ash types (basaltic-andesitic to dacitic ash) lie between the
basaltic and rhyolitic ash types according to their chemical compositions.

For the determination of kλ, we did not find any systematic differences between the 1 vol % and 5 vol % sam-
ples. Therefore, we first averaged the data from the 1 and 5 vol % pellet samples and, secondly, averaged the
measurement data for samples in each group according to the igneous rock classification. Different to the
trend for nλ, the values for kλ are lower in the UV-range and increase with wavelength due to the presence
of wide absorption bands in the NIR, varying in intensity from different ash types and thus with the
chemical compositions. The lowest absorption values were found for the highest SiO2 ash type (rhyolitic
ash) with values between kλ = 0.00028 for λ = 300 nm to kλ = 0.00054 for λ = 1500 nm wavelengths, whereas
the highest values were found for the lowest SiO2 content (basaltic ash) with values between kλ = 0.00165
for λ = 300 nm to kλ = 0.00268 for 1500 nm wavelengths. Like in the scattering regime, the other ash types
(basaltic-andesitic to dacitic ash) lie between the basaltic and rhyolitic ash types according to their
chemical compositions. The samples with the smallest variation in chemical composition showed also
the smallest variation in absorptivity.

4. Discussion
4.1. Particle Composition

Chemical composition forms the basis of volcanic ash classification [Le Bas and Streckeisen, 1991] and has a
fundamental influence on other parameters such as the mass density or the optical properties. The deviation
in composition in the intermediate range (basaltic-andesitic to dacitic ash) as shown in Figure 7 can be the
result of several processes such as fractional crystallization of a mafic parent magma, partial melting of crustal
material, or magma mixing between felsic rhyolitic and mafic basaltic magmas in a magma reservoir. Our
measured compositions of the individual ash sample are confirmed by earlier studies where the same sam-
ples were already analyzed and their compositions determined [e.g., Bayhurst et al., 1994; Adams et al., 1996;
McGimsey et al., 2001; Alfano et al., 2011; Gislason et al., 2011; Cole et al., 2015].

The ratios between the particle bulk and surface composition (oxides in wt %) are shown in Figure 9. The SiO2

ratios show an overall behavior, where there is a 1:1 surface to volume compositional ratio or a surface enrich-
ment in SiO2. This is reasonable if we consider that most of the bulk composition consists of SiO2 and most of
the fracture and therefore surface formation originates in the amorphous silicate phase. Another feature is
that Ca, Mg, Na, and K ratios follow overall similar trends and are slightly depleted in most ash surfaces as
reported by Delmelle et al. [2007], Ayris and Delmelle [2012], and Barone et al. [2014]. We found also a smaller
Fe concentration in the particle surface than in the particle bulk but less pronounced than shown by Delmelle
et al. [2007]. The depletion of these substances on the particle surface may result from either dissolution of an
external layer by corrosive mixed gaseous/aqueous fluids (with, e.g., H2S, SO2, HCl, HF, HBr, or H2SO4 forming
acidic conditions) or from gaseous fluorine metasomatism at high temperature [Delmelle et al., 2007; Barone
et al., 2014]. Acidic conditions could promote dissolution of the basic FeO, CaO, and MgO oxides and forma-
tion of soluble salts, which can be washed away by water. The Al2O3 ratios show the smallest variation. All
values lie around the 1:1 ratio line. The small deviations may originate from either Al2O3 participating in
the silicate phase or also in other crystalline oxide phases. TiO2 ratios follow the trend of FeO as these two
oxides coexist in the same mineral phases titan magnetite (Fe2TiO4) and ilmenite (FeTiO3) [Ayris and
Delmelle, 2012].
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Our glass content data show a good correlation with available literature on the same volcanic eruptions and
samples (Table 3). The variation between the values result from differences in sample collection (time and
location), applied measurement technique and number of analyzed samples. In the case of our light micro-
scope image analyses, the uncertainties result from manual thresholding (contrast between some particles
and the background was too low), and in some cases crystalline particles were present on top of amorphous
phases and were taken as crystalline phases only. However, the deviation between the literature values and
our values are in the range of 12% and therefore within the error bars of our sample measurements. An com-
prehensive overview of the glass contents of ash from various eruptions is summarized in Cashman and Rust
[2016] (Figure 2 and table in the supporting information).

4.2. Particle Physical Properties

Improved knowledge about the microphysical properties of the fine ash fraction is important to investigate
atmospheric transport and remote sensing measurements of volcanic ash clouds [Riley et al., 2003]. The size
and shape controls particle aerodynamic parameter such as the drag coefficient and the terminal velocity of
the particles, whereas the mass density also influences gravitational settling and is important to calculate ash
mass loadings and mass concentrations from observed particle volume distributions.

The applied 2-D measurement approach is a simplified particle characterization method that provides reli-
able and accurate particle size and shape information [Leibrandt and Le Pennec, 2015; Liu et al., 2015].
Compared to very precise, but costly 3-D measurement methods as described by Bagheri and Bonadonna
[2016a], the 2-D measurements are faster to acquire without losing accuracy when a sufficient number of sin-
gle particles is investigated [Bagheri et al., 2015].

Our particle shape results show that the different shape parameters have a clear dependency on the indivi-
dual particle sizes (Table 4). This size dependency was consistent in all nine ash samples investigated in this
study. The shape parameter show thereby different trends with increasing particle size. Furthermore, findings
by Riley et al. [2003] and Mills and Rose [2010] confirm our results, as they found the same shape trend with
changing particle size, including the increase of shape parameter values for the smallest particle sizes
(<5 μm) as shown in Figure 14 for the their Mount Spurr and Fuego ash samples. The measurement with
an independent instrument (DIA) supports this result.

Particle DREmass density is an important parameter for both the atmospheric transport of VA particles and to
calculate their mass loadings from volumemeasurements. Our investigated values lie all in the reportedmass
density range for glass shards, lithic fragments, and crystalline minerals [Shipley and Sarna-Wojcicki, 1983] and
show that the DRE density can be clearly specified for each of the main igneous rock groups. In many atmo-
spheric related studies, the density is chosen rather arbitrarily due to a lack of reported direct measurements.
For example, during the 2010 Eyjafjallajökull eruption, values between ρ = 2.4 g/cm3 [Gudmundsson et al.,
2012] and ρ = 3.0 g/cm3 [Stohl et al., 2011] were used. Our data show a good agreement with DRE density
values reported by Bonadonna et al. [2011] for trachy-andesitic Eyjafjallajökull ash samples (ρ = 2.74 g/cm3)
and by Eychenne and Le Pennec [2012] for andesitic Tungurahua ash samples (ρ = 2.68 g/cm3). DRE mass den-
sity values reported by Pistolesi et al. [2014] for dacitic-rhyolitic Cordón Caulle ash samples (ρ = 2.69 g/cm3)
are slightly higher, but still within our 1-sigma range. The only reported value in the literature for direct

Table 3. Comparison of Glass Contents Between This Study and Available Literature Values for Volcanic Glasses of the
Same Eruption

This Study Reference

Volcano Eruption Date Glass Content (%) Glass Content (%)

Mount St.Helens 1980 70.0 72.0 Blundy and Cashman [2001]
Redoubt 1989 69.5 69.2 Nye et al. [1994]
Spurr 1992 57.6 64.5a Keith [1995]
Chaiten 2008 72.1 76.1 Castro and Dingwell [2009]
Eyjafjallajökull 2010 54.2 61.8b Sigmarsson et al. [2011]
Grímsvötn 2011 50.9 50.6 Sigmarsson et al. [2013]

aAveraged glass content, range 60–69%.
bAveraged glass content, range 59.5–65.5%.
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DRE density measurements, con-
ducted by Rocha-Lima et al. [2014]
for andesitic Eyjafjallajökull ash
(ρ = 2.16 g/cm3), is the only data
that do not correlate with our find-
ing and other findings by
Bonadonna et al. [2011] for the
same eruption. But they are even
smaller than the density of pure
glass shards (ρ = 2.35–2.45 g/cm3)
[Wilson et al., 2012], which is diffi-
cult to understand.

4.3. Particle Optical Properties

In the literature, only a small num-
ber of studies investigated the
optical properties of volcanic ash
particles and half of the studies
measured the absorption part of
the complex refractive index only
(as illustrated in Figure 2 and refer-
ences therein). To place our results
into the context of existing data
sets, we compared our data with
values from Ball et al. [2015]
(Ba15) for the wavelengths
λ = 450, λ = 546 and λ = 650 nm
and Pollack et al. [1973] (Po73) for
the scattering part (Figure 17),
and with values from Ball et al.

[2015], Pollack et al. [1973], Rocha-Lima et al. [2014] (Ro14), and Patterson et al. [1983] (Pa83) for the absorp-
tion part (Figure 18). For a better comparability of the different data sets, we grouped the literature data also
according to the reported chemical composition, into the igneous rock groups, where the colors in
Figures 17 and 18 correspond to the colors used in the SiO2 and total alkali International Union of
Geological Sciences (IUGS) classification (Figure 7). The dashed line in each plot indicates the 1:1 line.
Note that according to the IUGS classification, the chemical composition of the Po73 “andesite” sample

Table 4. Summary of the Shape Parameter of Analyzed Volcanic
Ash Particlesa

CE Diameter Aspect Ratio Cox Circularity Wilson SP

dCE ¼
ffiffiffiffiffi
4 A
π

q
AR ¼ dl_axis1

dl_axis2
ϕ ¼ 4 π A

P2
WSP ¼ bþcð Þ

2 a

(μm) (μ ± σ) (μ ± σ) (μ ± σ)

5 0.740 ± 0.023 0.859 ± 0.010 0.859 ± 0.010
10 0.680 ± 0.024 0.830 ± 0.011 0.830 ± 0.011
15 0.676 ± 0.020 0.828 ± 0.009 0.828 ± 0.009
20 0.681 ± 0.017 0.829 ± 0.008 0.829 ± 0.008
25 0.686 ± 0.018 0.831 ± 0.008 0.831 ± 0.008
30 0.690 ± 0.015 0.833 ± 0.007 0.833 ± 0.007
35 0.695 ± 0.016 0.835 ± 0.007 0.835 ± 0.007
40 0.701 ± 0.016 0.836 ± 0.007 0.836 ± 0.007
45 0.695 ± 0.023 0.834 ± 0.011 0.834 ± 0.011
50 0.710 ± 0.014 0.842 ± 0.007 0.842 ± 0.007
55 0.711 ± 0.019 0.841 ± 0.009 0.841 ± 0.009
60 0.713 ± 0.028 0.843 ± 0.012 0.843 ± 0.012
65 0.702 ± 0.036 0.838 ± 0.016 0.838 ± 0.016
70 0.725 ± 0.037 0.850 ± 0.021 0.850 ± 0.021
75 0.710 ± 0.039 0.843 ± 0.019 0.843 ± 0.019
80 0.702 ± 0.037 0.837 ± 0.016 0.837 ± 0.016
85 0.712 ± 0.031 0.844 ± 0.016 0.844 ± 0.016
90 0.720 ± 0.061 0.847 ± 0.028 0.847 ± 0.028
95 0.718 ± 0.050 0.846 ± 0.021 0.846 ± 0.021
100 0.751 ± 0.060 0.861 ± 0.030 0.861 ± 0.030
Total 0.706 ± 0.019 0.840 ± 0.009 0.840 ± 0.009
Fine fraction 0.698 ± 0.017 0.884 ± 0.016 0.837 ± 0.008
Coarse fraction 0.720 ± 0.015 0.867 ± 0.007 0.847 ± 0.007

aShown are the mean values of each size class (e.g., 1.5–5, 5.01–10, and
10.1–15 μm) including the standard deviation for the corresponding
classes in the size range between 5 and 100 μm for the shape parameter
aspect ratio, Cox circularity, and Wilson shape parameter.

Figure 17. Correlation of calculated real part data of complex refractive index with data from the literature: (a) Ball et al.
[2015] for the wavelengths 450, 546, and 650 nm and (b) Pollack et al. [1973] for the wavelength range between 300
and 1500 nm.
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corresponds to basalt-andesite and not andesite. Thus, we compared the Po73 “andesite” with our basalt-
andesite values. The calculated values for the scattering part show a good agreement (r2 = 0.97) with the
Ba15 data (for all ash types; Figure 17a), measured with the Becke line method. The scattering data for
the basaltic and the rhyolitic ash types in Po73 (Figure 17b) show a good agreement to our data
(r2 = 0.78 and 0.74, respectively), where both data sets reveal a similar trend with higher values in the UV
range and a decrease with increasing wavelength but with less variations in the Po73 data. However, no cor-
relation was found for the basalt-andesitic ash type. One potential reason for this could be that the Po73
data show no variability over the wavelength range. No other data set in the literature shows a similar trend
with no variation of nλ in the UV/Vis wavelength range.

The comparison of the measured absorption part data is shown in Figure 18, where our data are compared to
other direct transmittance measurements (Figures 18a and 18b) as well as to calculated absorption part data
from optical reflectance measurements (Figures 18c and 18d). Dependent on the techniques used to derive
the absorption properties, the agreement of the data can vary especially in the UV range. The correlation to
the direct transmittance measurements shows a good agreement. For Ba15 the data lie very close to the 1:1
line (r2 = 0.96). The correlation to the Po73 values shows no clear trend with a very low covariation. Our data
are higher for the basaltic sample, lower for the basalt-andesitic ash type, and nearly the same for the rhyolitic
ash type. The absorption part data obtained by the indirect measurement methods (scattering data were
converted to absorption using the Kubelka-Munk theory) show both the same pattern. The values are much
higher (light green dots in Figures 18c and 18d) in the UV range (λ < 500 nm) and show a decrease with
increasing wavelength before they increase again. We find no correlation when we compare our data to
all data points (wavelength range between λ = 300 and λ = 1600 nm) shown in Figures 18c and 18d.
However, if we compare our data with those of Ro14 and Pa84 only in the wavelength range between

Figure 18. Correlation of measured imaginary part data of refractive index with data from the literature. Correlation with
data from (a) Ball et al. [2015] for the wavelengths 450, 546, and 650 nm; (b) Pollack et al. [1973] for the wavelength range
between 300 and 1500 nm; (c) Rocha-Lima et al. [2014] for the wavelength range between 350 and 1500 nm; and (d)
Patterson et al. [1983] for the wavelength range between 300 and 700 nm.
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λ = 500 and λ = 1500 nm, we see a very good correlation with r2 = 0.84 and 0.6, respectively. Independent of
the deployed measurement technique in all studies and given the high variability in the chemical
composition of the individual samples, our results show reassuring conformity to existing literature values
(Figures 17 and 18).

The striking feature in all data sets (our data and available literature values), both for n and k, is the clear rela-
tion between high n and k values for low SiO2 contents and low values for high SiO2 contents (in UV/Vis/NIR
range). We summarized these findings in Figure 19 and in Table 5. The plot shows the real part (Figure 19a)
and the imaginary part (Figure 19b) of the complex RI as a function of both the spectral wavelength and the
SiO2 content (as a representation of the different chemical compositions) of the ash. These plots can be used
to get direct information of the RI for different instruments such as lidars, optical particle counters (OPCs), or
satellite instruments (knowing their specific wavelength for the detection of VA), when only the SiO2 content
of the magma is known.

4.4. Broader Context and Application of Data Set

This study presents for the first time a detailed data set that investigated a wide range of volcanic ash particle
properties for different volcanic ash types combined in one study. We placed our data in the context of exist-
ing data from other studies and combined them in this data set. Improved knowledge of the investigated

Figure 19. Contour plots of (a) the calculated real part and (b) the measured imaginary part of the complex refractive index
as function of the silica content (50–75 wt %) and the spectral wavelength in the range between λ = 300 and λ = 1500 nm.
The contour plots are based on the data shown in Figure 16.
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properties are relevant for the detection and forecasting of volcanic ash clouds as well as the estimation of
their potential impacts on climate, aviation, and human health. Thus, this data set can contribute to
minimize uncertainties in the calculation and detection of ash clouds for future or historic volcanic
eruptions even when only information about the magma composition is available. We make all data used
to generate figures and tables available (see the supporting information), and we hope that our data set
can serve as a reference for future studies requiring information on volcanic ash properties.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we determined the physical, chemical, and optical properties of a representative selection
of fine ash samples (d < 63 μm) from nine different volcanoes and volcanic eruptions. We used different
measurement techniques (image analysis, Archimedean densitometry, energy dispersive, X-ray photoelec-
tron, and UV/Vis/IR spectroscopies) and theoretical methods to obtain the particle bulk and surface
chemical composition, the particle size and morphology, DRE mass density, and the spectral complex
refractive index.

EDS and XPS measurements showed that the particle bulk and surface have comparable chemical composi-
tions for most of the elements and that all ash samples could be clearly classified into one of the main
igneous rock type groups according to their SiO2 and total alkali contents. Thus, the nine VA samples cover
a wide range of SiO2 contents ranging from basalt (~50 wt % SiO2) to ehyolite (~80 wt % SiO2). The analysis of
the particle cross section returned stable and reproducible data on the chemical composition that plays a key
role in governing the mass density and the complex refractive index. Comparing the bulk composition with
the composition of the particle surface (2 to 10 nm depth), we found—despite the overall similarities—
also notable differences between the surface and bulk chemical composition. The elements Ca, Na, Mg,
and Fe ratios showed slightly higher concentrations in the bulk material compared to the surface, whereas Si
was enriched on the surface due to a potential dissolution of an external layer by corrosive mixed
gaseous/aqueous fluids.

The light microscopy measurement showed that the glass content can vary from the bulk SiO2 content. We
also found that the glass content within each igneous rock groups can vary significantly especially in the
andesite and dacite region.

From the static and dynamic particle imaging measurements, we found that the particle morphology
depends systematically on the particle size (in the size range d2-D < 100 μm), and this finding was consistent
over the entire sample set. The aspect ratio and the Wilson shape parameter, as measures of particle elonga-
tion, showed no significant difference between fine and coarse ashes, whereas the Cox circularity, the mea-
sure of the particle roundness, showed significant differences. The overall shape parameters for the fine ash
fraction are 0.71, 0.84, and 0.85 for the aspect ratio, the Cox circularity, and the Wilson shape parameter,
respectively, and for the coarse ash fraction (d > 63 μm) corresponding values are 0.72, 0.74, and 0.84. This
consistent pattern in the shape parameters can be used to parameterize the particle shape in ash transport
and dispersion, climate, or theoretical terminal velocity calculation models. The DRE mass density, as
obtained from Archimedean densitometry and theoretical calculations, shows a clear dependency on the
individual chemical composition of the samples and decreases with increasing SiO2 content. Thus, the

Table 5. Summary of the Microphysical and Optical Properties of Volcanic Ash Particles Classified Into the Main Igneous
Rock Typesa

Igneous
Rock Types

SiO2
(wt % ± σ)

Total Alkali
(wt % ± σ)

Mass Density
μ ± σ (g/cm3)

Refractive Index Range (λ = 300–1500 nm)

nλ kλ

Basalt 48.5 ± 3.5 2.5 ± 2.5 2.98 ± 0.038 1.50–1.66 0.00165–0.00268
Basalt-andesite 54.5 ± 2.5 2.9 ± 2.9 2.87 ± 0.027 1.46–1.62 0.00113–0.00224
Andesite 60.0 ± 3.0 3.3 ± 3.3 2.77 ± 0.032 1.43–1.58 0.00086–0.00192
Dacite 66.0 ± 3.0 3.7 ± 3.7 2.65 ± 0.032 1.41–1.57 0.00044–0.00079
Rhyolite 75.0 ± 6.0 7.0 ± 7.0 2.49 ± 0.060 1.38–1.53 0.00027–0.00054

aFor each group the averaged SiO2 and total alkali contents, the measured mass densities, and complex refractive
indices for the wavelength range between 300 and 1500 nm are shown.
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DRE mass density was found to be in the range from ρ = 2.49 ± 0.06 g/cm3 for rhyolitic ashes to
ρ = 2.98 ± 0.04 g/cm3 for basaltic ashes.

The complex refractive index over a wide wavelength range (λ = 300 to 1500 nm) was analyzed for the first
time for a wide silica range and for a high number of different ash samples. We found that the RI shows a clear
dependency on the individual chemical composition of the samples, and especially on the SiO2 content,
which could be shown after applying the IUGS chemical classification, both for our data and for data from
the literature. This allowed us to connect the wavelength-dependent RI values directly with the SiO2 contents.
Modeled values for the real part, nλ, obtained by a combination of the arc-function method and the Sellmeier
semiempirical link between refractive index and the chemical composition of the ashes, returned results that
agree well with available literature values. We found a decrease of values with increasing wavelength, where
the ash with the highest SiO2 content had the highest nλ value. For the imaginary part, kλ, obtained by the
spectrophotometer measurements, we found that the values increase with increasing wavelength, where
basaltic, basaltic-andesitic, and andesitic showed stronger dependency on wavelength, due to a higher
potential to absorb light. The dacitic and rhyolitic ash types showed only small absorption properties.

The data set could be further extended by future studies if more data are added to groups with limited sam-
ples (basalt, basaltic-andesite, and rhyolite) or where no samples are available (e.g., trachyte, phonolite, and
foidite). Comparison of our bulk material results with pure glass components of the same ash samples would
be very helpful for a better understanding of the relation between refractive index and composition. Finally,
measurements of the optical properties of VA in the near-infrared to the infrared spectral range (λ = 1.5–
20 μm) would be useful for infrared remote sensing algorithms.
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Artificial cloud test confirms 
volcanic ash detection using 
infrared spectral imaging
A. J. Prata1,2, F. Dezitter3, I. Davies4, K. Weber5, M. Birnfeld6, D. Moriano1, C. Bernardo1, 
A. Vogel5,7,8, G. S. Prata9, T. A. Mather9, H. E. Thomas1,10, J. Cammas6 & M. Weber3

Airborne volcanic ash particles are a known hazard to aviation. Currently, there are no means available 
to detect ash in flight as the particles are too fine (radii < 30 μm) for on-board radar detection and, even 
in good visibility, ash clouds are difficult or impossible to detect by eye. The economic cost and societal 
impact of the April/May 2010 Icelandic eruption of Eyjafjallajökull generated renewed interest in finding 
ways to identify airborne volcanic ash in order to keep airspace open and avoid aircraft groundings. 
We have designed and built a bi-spectral, fast-sampling, uncooled infrared camera device (AVOID) to 
examine its ability to detect volcanic ash from commercial jet aircraft at distances of more than 50 km 
ahead. Here we report results of an experiment conducted over the Atlantic Ocean, off the coast of 
France, confirming the ability of the device to detect and quantify volcanic ash in an artificial ash cloud 
created by dispersal of volcanic ash from a second aircraft. A third aircraft was used to measure the ash 
in situ using optical particle counters. The cloud was composed of very fine ash (mean radii ~10 μm) 
collected from Iceland immediately after the Eyjafjallajökull eruption and had a vertical thickness of 
~200 m, a width of ~2 km and length of between 2 and 12 km. Concentrations of ~200 μg m−3 were 
identified by AVOID at distances from ~20 km to ~70 km. For the first time, airborne remote detection of 
volcanic ash has been successfully demonstrated from a long-range flight test aircraft.

Fine (radii <  30 μm) airborne volcanic ash is composed of irregular shaped minerals and glass components with 
an SiO2 content ranging from 40% to 80%1. Copious amounts of ash can be emitted high into the atmosphere from 
even moderate-sized volcanic eruptions, where the atmospheric circulation can transport it 100 s to 1000 s km, 
intersecting commercial air routes and presenting a major hazard to aviation2–5. During the April and May 2010 
eruption of Eyjafjallajökull, European aviation was grounded for five days causing large economic and societal 
impacts with estimated losses of US$5bn to the global economy6,7. Volcanic ash damages jet engines as the glassy 
components undergo a phase transition between temperatures of 700 and 1100 °C8, becoming plastic in the hot 
sections of the turbine9. Upon liquefying, the glass sticks to metallic surfaces, reducing engine efficiency and 
potentially clogging inlets/outlets. Although a reduction in engine temperature will result in the glass solidifying, 
fracturing and clearing the metal surfaces, this is still an extremely undesirable occurrence. Volcanic ash particles 
can also migrate through the engine without liquefying, blocking inlets/outlets and abrading engine compo-
nents. Other deleterious effects that have been identified include: clogging the air bleed filter system with conse-
quent loss of pressurisation, short circuit and intermittent failure of electronic components, and obstructing the 
pitot-static system leading to unreliable speed indications2,3. Some, or all, of these effects can lead to an in-service 
event causing engine damage or engine power loss and potential loss of aircraft, passengers and crew. At least two 
incidents9,10 due to volcanic ash encounters, have led to loss of power to all engines but, as yet, no air crashes have 
been attributed to a volcanic ash encounter. General aviation has been concerned with the hazard from airborne 
ash for at least 30 years, and following the June 1991 eruption of Pinatubo, Philippines, the International Civil 
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Aviation Organisation (ICAO) established nine Volcanic Ash Advisory Centres (VAACs), located within meteor-
ological watch offices to guide global aviation. These centres utilize data from ground-observers, volcano observa-
tories, pilot reports, satellite, ground and airborne instruments (where available) and dispersion model forecasts 
to provide volcanic ash advisories for civil aviation11. Ash clouds are difficult or impossible to detect by eye12. The 
unpredictability of volcanic eruptions and the lack of information on the quantity, size distribution, composition, 
shape and height distribution of ash emitted to the atmosphere during eruptions mean that quantitative informa-
tion on ash concentrations is uncertain12. The significant hazard that ash presents to aviation coupled with poor 
knowledge of ash concentrations has led to a very cautious approach to the problem, with significant disruption 
to air traffic during ash incursions on airspace.

An airborne, fast sampling (~1 Hz), dual-wavelength (spectral) uncooled infrared imaging camera system 
has been developed to test its ability to detect and quantify ash in the atmosphere from distances of up to 100 km. 
The Airborne Volcanic Object Imaging Detector (AVOID) is designed for use at typical cruise altitudes (34,000–
42,000 ft or 10–16 km) and speeds (~900 km hr−1) and views the atmosphere ahead of the aircraft. The system uti-
lises two wavelength regions to detect the signature of SiO2 in the ash particles, and permit discrimination from 
other meteorological clouds of water vapour, water droplets and ice crystals. The basis of the method has been 
described in several publications13–16 and a similar detection scheme using satellite measurements is employed by 
the VAACs. A prototype system was tested using a light aircraft at Mt Etna and Stromboli volcanoes, Italy during 
November 2011, where it was taken to 12,000 ft altitude and eruption clouds from both volcanoes were imaged. In 
July 2012 the system was pod mounted on the side of the fuselage of an AIRBUS A340 flight-test aircraft. During 
these tests, AVOID was flown at speeds of up to 960 km hr−1 and reached altitudes of 38,000 ft. Imagery of mete-
orological clouds was acquired at 1 Hz frequency from the forward looking cameras and an algorithm used to 
determine the nature of the clouds. Specifically, the system was being tested to identify water and ice clouds, and 
perform sensitivity analyses to quantify detection limits based on the noise equivalent temperature differences 
(NEΔ Ts of 50–200 mK) of the uncooled microbolometers. The ability to identify thin layers at great distances 
(~100 km) and to identify clouds at night was verified. A false detection rate (incorrectly identifying pixels as 
ash) of 7% was determined in the ash-free atmosphere. This rate can be easily reduced to 0% by selecting different 
thresholds in the algorithm, however without a test in an ash environment, altering thresholds may reduce posi-
tive detection of ash. Also, during these tests, the system was flown on a long traverse towards the Canary Islands, 
where a boundary layer windblown desert sand was correctly identified using the same algorithm that exploits the 
‘reverse absorption’ effect13 due to SiO2 at the two AVOID wavelengths. Desert sand presents a signature that is 
similar to volcanic ash in the AVOID system, because of its high SiO2 content. While AVOID cannot distinguish 
airborne ash from windblown sand, both are hazardous to aviation and windblown sand is mostly found at much 
lower altitudes than volcanic ash.

Following these successful trials, it was decided that the system should be tested at an ash producing volcano. 
However, the logistical constraints on the A340 aircraft and availability of reliable ash producing eruptions with 
columns reaching heights of 10,000 ft or higher made it extremely difficult to plan and conduct such an experi-
ment. Instead, a desk study showed that it was feasible to generate a small ash cloud in the atmosphere at a prede-
termined place and time without compromising air safety or affecting the environment. Approximately 1000 kg 
of fine ash with a size distribution having a mean radius of 10 μm and geometric standard deviation σ =  1.8 was 
injected into the atmosphere at an altitude of ~12,000 ft from an AIRBUS A400M flight-test aircraft executing 
an upward spiral flight path, over a small region of sea in the Bay of Biscay (Fig. 1). The ash formed a thin layer 
~200 m deep and quickly dispersed horizontally to form an ash cloud approximately 2 km wide and 12 km long, 
but was not visible to the eye or to visible wavelength cameras (Fig. 1a). Within 30 minutes of the ash cloud layer 
forming, the A340 aircraft carrying the AVOID instrument flew towards it from approximately 80 km distance 
at an altitude of 15,000 ft (Fig. 1b, flight run 1). The aircraft turned at approximately 20 km from the location of 
the ash layer. Three further approaches were made toward the ash layer from altitudes of 10,000 ft (flight run 2), 
5,000 ft (3) and 5,000 ft (4). The purpose of these flight runs was to image the ash from above, along the limb and 
from below. During the injection of the ash into the atmosphere, the ash layer was initially visible to the naked 
eye, but within a few minutes it was no longer possible to identify the layer. In order to obtain verification of the 
AVOID measurements of the ash layer, a small aircraft (a Diamond DA42 MPP) equipped with optical particle 
counters (OPCs) flew into the ash layer and made in situ measurements of the ash.

Ash was identified by the AVOID system on three of the four flight runs; no ash was detected from 15,000 ft 
because the ash layer was too low to be within the field of view of the cameras. On flight runs 3 and 4 (5,000 ft) 
it was possible for AVOID to identify the small aircraft flying within the ash layer. AVOID first reliably identi-
fied the layer from a distance of ~67 km. At that distance individual camera pixels measure ~10 ×  10 m2, giving 
approximately 20 vertical pixels for the layer ~200 m deep. Mass loadings along the line of sight of the instru-
ment were calculated (see Methods) and ranged from 0.1 g m−2 to 1.6 g m−2. These convert to concentrations 
of ~200–3200 μg m−3, using an ash cloud width of ~2 km, as measured by the DA42. Figure 2, Panel (a) shows 
the times when ash was detected during flight run 3. Detections are only possible when the field of view of the 
instrument, indicated by the hatched region, intersects the location of the ash cloud centred at ~11,000 ft. Because 
the attitude of the aircraft is changing, the field of view coverage changes and corrections must be applied to the 
mass loading retrieval to account for optical path changes. Panel (b) shows a single processed image frame from 
AVOID (movie loops for all four runs are provided in the Supplementry Materials), indicating the location and 
mass loading of the ash layer. The DA42 in situ measurements, shown as solid circles, have been collocated onto 
the image and their size is proportional to the mass concentrations measured by the OPC. Panel (c) shows a sum-
mary of detections from three flight tracks at ranges from 10–65 km. Assuming a homogeneous ash layer ~200 m 
deep by ~2 km wide and ~12 km long (see Methods), we can calculate the theoretical detection probability for the 
imaging device at varying distances from the cloud. This can be compared with the actual detection, expressed 
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as a percentage of the total number of pixels within the field of view of the cameras. The results indicate very 
good detection (compared to the theoretical curve) for distances from ~25 to 60 km. The theoretical detection 
threshold takes no account of inhomogeneities in the ash cloud or changes in the pitch of the instrument that 
affect the path length and hence mass loading sensitivity. As the aircraft approached within 20 km of the cloud, 
the imager began to observe the cloud from increasingly large viewing zenith angles, reducing the path length and 
also observing through the centre of the ash cloud, which contained concentrations below the limit of detection 
of AVOID, < ~100 μg m−3 for ash cloud thicknesses of ~2000 m. Hence at distances of ~20 km from the cloud ash 
detection was problematic.

The vertical depth of the ash layer was verified by descending and ascending the DA42 until negligible parti-
cles were counted. The AVOID measurements suggest a descent of the ash layer of ~0.3 m s−1 (Fig. 3a), broadly 
consistent with terminal velocities for spherical particles of density ~2600 kg m−3. The distribution of mass deter-
mined from the OPC measurements indicates two peaks: a background peak near 70 μg m−3 and a second peak 
near 400 μg m−3, associated with the ash cloud (Fig. 3b). These measurements (Fig. 3c) also show that the layer 
was not more than ~300 m deep. The OPCs measured ash concentrations between 100 μg m−3 to 6000 μg m−3 
with a very high degree of heterogeneity in the cloud (Fig. 3c). The smaller range of concentrations (~100 to 
~600 μg m−3) measured by AVOID compared to the OPCs may be a consequence of the averaging process of the 
imager and is also due to the assumption of a uniform width of the ash cloud.

The sensitivity of the AVOID system depends on the mean effective radius of the ash size distribution and 
the composition of the ash. We measured the ash size distribution before and after the experiment and found no 
discernible difference in the mean radius (~10 μm). The composition of the ash was measured before the exper-
iment; the sample had a complex structure (Fig. 4a) and contained a significant glassy proportion (Fig. 4b). The 
composition was dominated by SiO2 (Fig. 4c).

The identification of an ash layer embedded within an atmosphere containing meteorological clouds from 
distances of up to ~60 km, provides a warning time of 4 minutes for an aircraft travelling at 900 km hr−1. This is 
sufficient time to make a gradual change in course direction and avoid intersecting the ash layer. Using the Caliop 
(Cloud-Aerosol Lidar with Orthogonal Polarisation) lidar and AIRS (Atmospheric Infrared Sounder) satellite 
instrument data, it was found that during the Eyjafjallajökull, Chaitén (May 2008), Sarychev Peak (June, 2009), 

Figure 1. (a) Photograph taken from the A340 showing the A400M dispensing ash into the atmosphere. The 
DA42 can also be seen sampling part of the dispersing ash layer. (b) Locations of the A340 aircraft runs. The 
track of the A400M, dispensing the ash, is shown as a red solid line; the A340 tracks are shown as broken lines 
and colour coded as follows: blue =  run 1, flight level 150 (15,000 ft); yellow =  run 2, flight level 100 (10,000 ft); 
orange =  run 3, flight level 050 (5,000 ft); green =  run 4, flight level 050. The arrows indicate the direction of 
travel of the aircraft. The grey-coloured thick-dashed lines show the approximate horizontal field-of-view of the 
AVOID cameras. Inset map shows the geographic location of the experiment. (c) Satellite image (MODIS/Aqua: 
http://rapidfire.sci.gsfc.nasa.gov/cgi-bin/imagery/realtime.cgi?date= 2013303) acquired ~30 minutes after the 
ash was first inserted into the atmosphere. The ash layer was not detectable at the spatial resolution (250 m) of 
the visible channels of the MODIS instrument. The map was drawn using the IDL v8.2 software package (www.
exelisvis.com). The MODIS data are courtesy of NASA/GSFC and processed using IDL v8.2.
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Puyehue-Cordón Caulle (June, 2011) and Calbuco (April 2015) eruptions the ash layers were thin; ranging from 
500 m to 3000 m deep17,18. Ground-based19,20 and airborne21,22 lidar measurements and modelling23,24 of dispers-
ing ash layers also support this finding.

Near real-time satellite detection of ash clouds is currently used by VAACs and dispersion and transport 
models are used to forecast their concentration and movement. However, dispersing ash clouds forming in thin 
layers (< ~2000 m) may not be detected by satellite instruments, and may not be vertically resolved by current 
dispersion models. While satellite data and model forecasts can provide strategic information for airlines to plan 
their operations5, uncertainties in eruption source parameters coupled with uncertainties in forecast wind meas-
urements lead to errors in the forecast ash cloud location11. Furthermore, the recent eruption of Kelut volcano, 
Indonesia on 13 February 2014 demonstrated that even with good information on the location and timing of the 
eruption, it did not prevent a commercial aircraft from encountering an ash layer and damaging its engines. In 
this case, the encounter occurred in low light, in an ash layer that was hidden from the satellites’ view by a larger 
ash umbrella cloud. Modelling25 showed that the aircraft likely encountered this cloud for several minutes and that 
ash concentrations ranged from 2000 μg m−3 to 9000 μg m−3. An airborne detection system would have alerted 
the aircraft and allowed a timely and safe routing option for the aircraft to avoid an encounter with the ash cloud.

The results from this experiment successfully demonstrate remote detection of ash clouds using thermal imag-
ing cameras. An earlier experiment in skies containing no ash gave a false detection rate of ~7%, but with some 

Figure 2. (a) Ash signal observed by the dual infrared camera imaging system, AVOID on board the A340 test 
aircraft from 5000 ft (FL050) viewing the ash cloud at ~11,000 ft from distances of ~70 km. The vertical field-
of-view of the system is shown as the hatched coloured region, the A340 altitude is constant at 5000 ft, while 
the pitch of the instrument (shown in red) undergoes small changes. The total time interval is ~8 minutes. The 
ash signal is shown in shades of yellow (weaker signal) and orange (stronger signal). The solid vertical line at 
10:58 UT corresponds to the time when the DA42 was sampling inside the ash cloud and a vertical profile at this 
time is shown in Fig. 3(a). (b) A single AVOID image frame showing the ash detection signal (yellow/orange) 
and coincident ash concentrations measured by the DA42 (filled circles). The background shows brightness 
temperatures from the reference channel in shades of blue to white (cold to warm). (c) Ash signal (in %; filled 
circles) as a function of distance (km) from the ash cloud, shown for two flight runs. The signal is defined as the 
ratio of the number of pixels identified as ash to the total number of pixels, expressed as a percentage. The solid 
blue curve shows a theoretical detection limit based on the geometry of the cloud, the pixel resolution (distance 
dependent) and perfect detection of ash regardless of the amount. The difference between the measured signal 
and the theoretical estimates is shown every 5 km (black circles) with the standard deviation over 5 km also 
shown. Beyond 25 km the difference is at or below 1%.
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fine tuning of the thresholds used in the algorithm, improvements in the sensitivity of uncooled bolometric 
detectors and judicious choice of the bandpasses used for filtering the radiation this rate can be reduced to below 
3%. This experiment used a very small ash cloud (<10% of pixels contained ash) and when compared with the 
expected theoretical signal, we have shown that if >1% of pixels contain ash then a positive detection can be 
made. It is stressed however, that this experiment was conducted at the relatively low altitude of ~11,000 ft; at 
higher altitudes atmospheric conditions will be different and the bandpasses for the two cameras will require 
optimisation. The composition of the ash is also an important factor affecting the sensitivity of detection in the 
thermal infrared, since the silicate content and ‘glassiness’ of the ash determine the variation of extinction of 
radiation as a function of wavelength26. The mineral composition of the Eyjafjallajökull sample used in this exper-
iment was measured and had a high SiO2 content (Fig. 4c). Some of the particles were highly irregular, possibly 
due to interaction with water during the fragmentation process (Fig. 4a,b). Radiative transfer modelling is cur-
rently underway to determine the optimal filter positions to ensure maximum ash detection for a range of ash 
compositions and shapes for thin ash layers in the altitude range of 5,000 ft to 45,000 ft, while also minimising the 
false detection rate.

Figure 3. (a) AVOID measurements at two times: 10:58:00 UTC when the DA42 aircraft had descended below 
the ash layer, and 11:15:37 UTC when the DA42 was flying within the ash layer. The ash layer was thin (<300 m 
deep) and multilayered. (b) Histogram of the mass concentration measured by the OPC showing a peak at 
around ~70 μg m−3 representing the background particulate concentration and a broader peak between 250 and 
450 μg m−3 representing the ash layer concentration. (c) In situ OPC measurements of the airborne ash made 
during the experiment. The upper line shows the altitude of the DA42 aircraft, with colours representing the 
particle mass concentration. Particle mass concentration (mg m−3) is plotted as a function of time for a period 
when the AVOID system was viewing the ash layer. Between 10:50 and 11:00 UTC the aircraft descended until 
negligible particles could be counted, and the layer depth at this time is estimated to be ~280 m. Over a period of 
~1 hour the mean concentration dropped from 1200 to 450 μg m−3.
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Methods
Volcanic ash. In March 2013 1000 kg of fine ash was sourced from deposits of Eyjafjallajökull ash collected 
by the University of Iceland shortly after the 15 April, 2010 eruption. The ash was transported to Toulouse, France 
and stored in 25 kg containers. The ash was milled to remove larger particles, more representative of ash trans-
ported over long distances (> ~1000 km). Samples of this ash were analysed at the University of Oxford to provide 
composition (Fig. 4) and size distribution information.

AVOID installation. The AVOID system was deployed in an aerodynamic pod, mounted on the port side of 
an AIRBUS A340 flight-test aircraft specially equipped to conduct experimental trials. The pod was secured onto 
metal plates replacing two forward windows and attached using struts. The head of the AVOID system consists of 
two fast sampling (~50 Hz) infrared cameras with F/1.2 optics and interference filters placed behind the lenses. Dry 
air is passed through the pod, but no temperature stabilisation (heater) was deployed because previous tests had 
shown that the pod remains warm (> −10 °C) due to heat from the cameras and associated electronics. The pod 
was lined internally with aluminium foil insulation pads and its humidity and temperature were monitored con-
tinuously. The cameras were protected from windblown material damage using a hard carbon coated Germanium 
window of 5 mm thickness. Prior to flying, the system was pre-calibrated in the laboratory using a standard black-
body and an environmental chamber to simulate the expected cold temperatures during flight at high altitude. All 
of the important instrumental functions were monitored continuously during the flights, including the temper-
ature of the optics (in four locations), the focal plane array (FPA) temperature, the internal pod temperature and 

Figure 4. (a) Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopic (EDS) elemental map of the Eyjafjallajökull ash sample. The 
influence of water during fragmentation has resulted in the blocky and irregular shapes of the particles.  
(b) A magnified portion of the image showing the highly complex mixture of elements contained in the various 
crystalline and glassy structures. The colours represent counts of each of the following elements in order of 
abundance: red =  Si, blue =  Al, green =  Fe, yellow =  Ca, magenta =  K, and cyan =  Ti. The crystals dominated by 
Ca (yellow) are Ca-rich pyroxene (augite), crystals dominated by Fe and Ti (green and cyan) are ilmenite, crystals 
highlighted by a lack of Ca (yellow) and presence of Al (blue) and K (magenta) are most likely a Al-K-rich 
plagioclase (orthoclase). These crystals are set in an amorphous groundmass of glass. (c) Spectrum of counts per 
second per electron volt. These energies allow identification of elements and their semi-quantitative proportions.
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humidity and the accelerations of the pod during flight using pressure transducers. Aircraft attitude data were also 
acquired by the AVOID system, but more accurate data from the A340 avionics system were used in the post anal-
ysis. Data were received in real time onto a control computer housed inside the aircraft and displayed onto a screen. 
Only an indication of the ash layer was provided during the flights; detailed analysis and corrections for aircraft 
attitude were applied in a post analysis. As it was impossible to visually sight the ash layer, the first indications of it 
were made using the AVOID data displayed on the system on the aircraft in real time. However, proper identifica-
tion and analysis, including conversion of the brightness temperature measurements to mass loadings required use 
of a radiative transfer model and a microphysical ash model (see Radiative Transfer in Methods).

Ash deposition experiment. The generation of the ash cloud was conducted from an AIRBUS A400M 
flight-test aircraft. Two specially designed nozzles were used with hosepipes feeding ash from 25 kg containers 
mounted on racks inside the aircraft. Operators moved the hosepipes to a fresh ash container as each one was 
emptied into the atmosphere. The ash was forced from inside the aircraft to the outside by making use of the 
differential pressure. Flow rates of ~0.8 kg s−1 were achieved using two nozzles, and a total of 975 kg was injected 
into the atmosphere in 20 minutes. The ash was dispersed as the A400M climbed vertically in a tight spiral track, 
leaving a cloud that resembled a torus with an internal radius of ~1000 m. By the end of the measurement period 
(approximately 40 minutes from the start) the ash layer generated was ~200 m deep, ~2 km wide and ~12 km 
long, with a “hole” at its centre. Integrating over this volume the total mass estimated by AVOID is ~900 kg, while 
the mass estimated by integrating the OPC measurements is ~950 kg. Both estimates compare favourably with 
~975 kg that was released from the A400M.

Radiative transfer. We consider a plane-parallel cloud consisting of a distribution of spherical particles 
within a scattering layer, and solve the following radiative transfer equation (RTE)27:
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where Iλ(τ, μ) is the radiance measured by the sensor at wavelength λ in the direction μ. τ is the optical depth, μ 
is the cosine of the zenith angle, ϖλ is the single scattering albedo and Pλ is the axially-symmetric phase function. 
The cloud layer has a geometrical depth s in the direction μ. This equation can be solved numerically using appro-
priate boundary conditions that depend on the viewing geometry, and the radiation incident at the front and back 
surfaces of the ash cloud28,29. The parameters ϖλ, Pλ and βλ, depend on the complex refractive index of the ash 
particles, the size distribution and their shape. We use a Mie scattering program29 to calculate these parameters as 
a function of λ, using a log-normal size distribution fitted to our measurements, assuming spherical particles and 
refractive index data for Eyjafjallajökull ash. Once these parameters have been calculated for the bandpasses used 
by the AVOID cameras, the mass loading in the direction μ can be found from:
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, Qλ is the non-dimensional Mie 

extinction coefficient (wavelength dependent), and n(r) is the size distribution. The concentration C, (in kg m−3) 
is the mass loading divided by the the total path L ∫ µ= ds cos( / ( ))s , traversed by the radiation through the cloud. 
For trachyandesite ash (ρ =  2.6 ×  10−3 kg m−3) in a homogeneous cloud of 100 μg m−3 concentration, re ~ 10 μm, 
Q ~ 2.5, the vertical optical depth per kilometre τ/s ≈  10−2/cos μ. It can be seen that AVOID is sensitive to thin ash 
layers where L →  0 because of the limb viewing capability.

In situ particle measurements. The optical particle counter (OPC) was equipped in an aerodynamic meas-
urement pod configuration for a Diamond Airborne Sensing aircraft (DA42-MPP). The measurement pod was 
installed on the nose of the aircraft to avoid turbulence or other aerodynamic unfavourable effects on the particle 
inlet. The OPC was connected to an isokinetic straight metal sample inlet tube that was constantly heated up to 
10 °C. The OPC, a modified Grimm SkyOPC Model 1.129, was pre-calibrated for volcanic ash particles and consists 
of a focused laser beam with a fixed wavelength (λ =  655 nm) and an optical measurement cell. OPCs combine the 
principles of light scattering of small particles with single particle counting. By the interaction of particles with this 
laser band, a light pulse travels in a specific direction that depends on the size of the particle. A pin diode detects 
the scattered radiation signal from each particle and the downstream pulse height analyser classifies the scattered 
light pulse into a size distribution (0.25 to 40 μm), based on the optical and physical properties of ash particles. This 
particle size distribution is converted into a mass concentration of total suspended particle mass (TSP) by assuming 
size dependent material densities that were derived by the manufacturer. The instrument operates at a volumetric 
flow rate of 1.2 l/min and a time resolution of 1 s. The accuracy of these airborne particle measurements systems is 
± 10% and is related to the measurement principle and the saturation level of up to 2.0 ×  103 particles/cm3.
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